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earnings growth as some of their skills become obsolete. Our calibrated model fits these facts and 
emphasizes the importance of movements in skill quantities, not just skill prices, for the link 
between technology and inequality.
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Economists and workers alike have long worried about the prospect of technological displacement
of labor.1 New technologies can displace incumbent workers either because certain tasks can now be
performed instead by a machine or software (labor-saving technologies), or because these technologies
require new skills that incumbent workers lack. These concerns have been exacerbated by recent
breakthroughs in new technologies which have occurred contemporaneously with an increase in
income inequality and a fall in the labor share of aggregate output. Yet, despite the importance of
these issues, systematic evidence for technological displacement remains elusive as measurement
lags theory.

We propose a new measure of workers’ exposure to technological innovation and examine its
relation with individual worker outcomes. We identify workers’ technology exposure based on the
similarity between the textual description of the tasks performed by an occupation and that of major
technological breakthroughs. We identify the latter using the methodology of Kelly, Papanikolaou,
Seru, and Taddy (2021) who define a breakthrough innovation as one that is both novel (i.e. distinct
from prior patents) and impactful (i.e. related to subsequent patents). We then estimate the
similarity between a breakthrough innovation and workers’ task descriptions using natural language
processing. By exploiting the timing of patent grants, we measure the extent to which individual
workers are exposed to major technological breakthroughs at a given point in time. Though much of
the literature has focused on the effect of automation on low-skill workers, we provide new evidence
consistent with the displacement of higher-paid workers due to skill obsolescence—a pervasive
phenomenon that applies to a broader set of occupations than those emphasizing routine or easily
automated tasks.

Prior to examining the link between our exposure measure and individual outcomes, we validate
that our methodology can reliably identify labor-displacive technologies. First, we analyze specific
examples. It appears that our measure picks up two types of technologies: labor-saving/automation
innovations (i.e., those which explicitly replace labor with capital); and new vintages of technologies
that, while potentially complementary to labor, may require skills that incumbent workers lack.2

Second, we examine how our measure correlates with labor market outcomes at the occupation
level using public-use Census micro-data that are available over longer horizons. When we compare

1In 350 BCE, Aristotle wrote: “[If] the shuttle would weave and the plectrum touch the lyre without a hand to
guide them, chief workmen would not want servants, nor masters slaves.” In 1811, skilled weavers and textile workers
(the Luddites) worried that mechanizing manufacturing (and the unskilled laborers operating the new looms) would
rob them of their means of income. In 1930, Keynes worried about technological unemployment: “we are being
afflicted with a new disease of technological unemployment...due to our discovery of means of economising the use of
labor outrunning the pace at which we can find new uses for labor." More recently, a McKinsey report estimated that
between 400 million and 800 million jobs could be lost worldwide due to new technologies by the year 2030.

2For example, our technology exposure for glass blowers takes a relatively high value in the early 1900s because of
similarity with breakthrough patents such as US patent number 814,612, titled “method of making glass sheets.” This
patent relates to a technology for making glass (the cylinder machine) which allowed glass manufacturers to replace
the labor of skilled hand glass blowers in favor of a highly mechanized production process that now required skilled
machine operators instead. Jerome (1934) documents that, by 1905 many hand plants had gone out of business and
the wages of blowers and gatherers were reduced by 40 per cent.
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workers in the same industry across occupations differentially exposed to technology improvements,
we see that an acceleration in the rate of breakthrough innovations is associated with future declines
in employment and average wage earnings. The fact that both wages and employment decline
subsequent to an increase in technology exposure suggests that the directed development of labor-
saving technologies towards occupations expected to have scarcity of workers is unlikely to be the
main driver of the time-series variation in our measure. Third, our technology exposure measure
performs about as well as a statistical predictor explicitly constructed to maximize the in-sample
predictability of employment declines.

Examining the time series variation in our measure, we see that from the 1850s to the 1980s,
the occupations most exposed to technology are those that emphasize manual physical tasks (that
is, blue collar workers). By contrast, the innovations of the late 20th and early 21st century
have become relatively more related to cognitive tasks—thus, occupations emphasizing routine
cognitive tasks (that is, white collar workers) have been increasingly more exposed. This pattern is
partly driven by the increased prevalence of breakthrough patents related to the ICT revolution.
Last, occupations that are associated with interpersonal tasks have consistently low exposures to
innovation throughout the entire sample period—which further reinforces the importance of social
skills in the labor market documented in Deming (2017).

Next, we examine how our measure of labor-displacive technology exposure relates to individual
worker outcomes. To do so, we rely on employer-employee matched administrative earnings records
from the US Social Security Administration, starting in the early 1980s, which are linked with
information on their occupation and education from the Current Population Survey. Thus, relative
to the literature which has mostly studied repeated cross-sections, we are able to measure a worker’s
occupation prior to the introduction of related technologies, then estimate how her earnings evolve in
future years even if she switches employers, industries, and/or occupations. Our empirical analysis
leverages the granularity of our patent-occupation measures to exploit variation at the industry-
occupation level driven by relative differences in the rate at which firms in different industries
develop new technologies related to a given occupation at a point in time.

We find that, in response to a standard deviation increase in technology related to her occupation,
the average worker experiences approximately a 0.02 log point decline in her wage earnings over the
next five years. The point estimates are quite similar regardless of whether we control for common
shocks to labor demand at the industry and occupation levels via industry-time and occupation-time
fixed effects, respectively. Further, this relation is pervasive across broad sectors—magnitudes are
similar across services and manufacturing. Perhaps surprisingly, it is also pervasive across education
levels: we find no meaningful difference in earnings responses across workers with or without a
four-year college degree.

Importantly, we find significant heterogeneity in these wage earnings responses across age and
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income levels. In particular, older workers are significantly more affected than younger workers.
In addition, workers at the top of the earnings distribution—relative to their peers in the same
occupation and in the same industry—experience a significantly greater decline in earnings relative to
the average worker (over 0.04 log points). This income pattern persists when we rank workers based
on their income relative to the firm’s average wage, and thus is unlikely to be driven by between-firm
differences; or when we rank workers based on their residual income net of characteristics that
likely capture variation in wages unrelated to worker skill, such as age, gender, work location, or
unionization status.

The income patterns we uncover vary significantly across job types. Specifically, we see that the
response of wage earnings of low-income workers to our exposure measure is significantly larger in
occupations that emphasize manual and routine cognitive tasks—which suggests task automation
is a relevant risk for these workers. Consistent with this view, job separations account for most
of the earnings losses for these lower-paid workers. By contrast, we find only minor differences in
the response of the earnings of the highest-paid workers across these task categories. This pattern,
together with the fact that job separations account for only a modest fraction of the earnings losses
for the top workers suggests that forces beyond task automation are at play. Our interpretation is
that technology can lead to some, but not all, of the workers’ skills becoming obsolete. Consistent
with this view, we find that the income pattern we identify is significantly stronger in occupations
that require a greater amount of related experience (a proxy for skill specificity).

In sum, our preferred interpretation of these patterns is that our measure picks up a combination
of labor-saving innovations and also technologies that could be complementary to labor but may
require skills that incumbent workers lack. Workers at the top of the earnings distribution are
displaced because part of their accumulated skills (human capital) is specific to a particular
technology vintage (Chari and Hopenhayn, 1991; Jovanovic and Nyarko, 1996; Violante, 2002). As
technology improves, some of these skills can become obsolete in the new vintage.3 In Violante (2002)
for instance, the amount of skill loss is greater if the new technology is meaningfully different from
the old one. Given our focus on breakthrough patents—which by construction are relatively distinct
(novel) from prior technologies—this mechanism is particularly relevant. As a result, workers who
have accumulated the most skill in the existing technology therefore have the most to lose when
new breakthroughs arrive.

We formalize this intuition in a model in which improvements in technology are complementary
to high-skill labor but act as a substitute for low-skill labor (similar to Krusell, Ohanian, Ríos-Rull,
and Violante, 2000). We extend the model to allow for human capital to have a vintage-specific

3Skill obsolescence can be a stand-in for several economic mechanisms. One possibility is that formerly specialized
tasks are standardized leading to prior expertise being less valuable (as in Acemoglu, Gancia, and Zilibotti, 2012).
Another possibility is that a different set of skills is required. In this case, even if a new technology complements the
skills of some workers, existing incumbents may be unable to effectively utilize it.
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component: improvements in technology are associated with increased likelihood of skill loss. Thus,
even though skilled workers as a group (specifically, those that retain their skill) experience higher
wage earnings following improvements in technology, unlucky individual workers can be left behind.
Top workers – who receive a larger fraction of income as compensation for specific skills – may
experience lower average earnings growth following periods of technological advances if the increase
in the likelihood of displacement is sufficiently high. Low-skill workers are displaced both because
technology is a substitute for their skills but also due to increased competition from (formerly) high-
skill workers who supply low-skill labor after being displaced. Overall, high-skill labor becomes more
scarce and low-skill labor becomes more abundant, increasing the skill premium and (potentially)
income inequality. The model quantitatively replicates the facts we document in the data.

The calibrated model allows us to study the implications of an acceleration of the rate of
innovation in the economy. We consider two potential experiments. In the first case, we increase the
arrival rate of new technologies but hold fixed the rate at which workers accumulate human capital;
in this case, more displacement leads to a decline in the aggregate supply of high-skill labor. In the
second case, we also increase the rate at which workers acquire new skills so that the overall level of
skilled human capital stays constant. In both scenarios, the shift in technology increases output,
lowers the labor share, and increases the skill premium in both the short and long run—all of which
are consistent with trends in recent data from the US. In the case where only technology improves,
income inequality increases over the medium term but declines over the longer run because the
higher rate of skill displacement eventually compresses the skill distribution by enough to offset the
impact of a higher skill premium. In the case where both technology and the rate of skill acquisition
increase, the skill premium increases by significantly less, while income inequality increases in both
the short and long run as skills are less likely to be displaced. In both cases the behavior of the skill
premium is not a sufficient summary statistic for income inequality; technology moves both skill
prices but also the effective quantity of skills due to displacement.

We are not the first to analyze the differential exposure of certain occupations to technical change.
Autor and Dorn (2013); Acemoglu and Autor (2011); Autor, Levy, and Murnane (2003) document the
secular decline in occupations specializing in routine tasks—which are easier to automate—starting
in the late 20th century.4 Consistent with the prevailing view on job polarization (Autor and Dorn,
2013), we find that occupations at the middle of the skill (income) distribution have been significantly
more exposed to technology in the post-1980 period than workers at either the top or the bottom
of the distribution. Webb (2020) also analyzes the similarity between patents identified as being
related to robots, AI, or software and occupation task descriptions. and relates these exposures to

4Graetz and Michaels (2018); Dauth, Findeisen, Suedekum, and Woessner (2021); Koch, Manuylov, and Smolka
(2021); Aghion, Antonin, Bunel, and Jaravel (2021); Bessen, Goos, Salomons, and van den Berge (2022); Acemoglu
and Restrepo (2020, 2018, 2021) are additional examples of work on the causes and effects of adopting robots and
other automation technologies.
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cross-sectional differences in employment growth across occupations.5 These papers primarily focus
on group-level worker outcomes. By contrast, Akerman, Gaarder, and Mogstad (2015) and Humlum
(2019) provide in depth analyses of impacts of adoption of broadband internet and industrial robots
on incumbent workers’ subsequent outcomes, respectively, leveraging employer-employee matched
data from Scandinavia.

Our work complements this literature along several dimensions. First, our focus on individual
workers allows us to study sources of ex-ante heterogeneity. This helps expose the economic forces
that may drive worker displacement beyond task automation, which has been the primary focus of
this literature. Specifically, our finding that high-skill workers are exposed to the risk of technology
rendering their expertise obsolete occurs across a broad set of occupations and industries—beyond
those emphasizing routine tasks. Our work thus complements existing studies which emphasize
displacement. Goldin and Katz (2008) provide examples of how task standardization can displace
incumbent skilled workers. Atack, Margo, and Rhode (2019, 2022) analyze how workers’ tasks
transitioned from hand to machine production in the late 19th century. More recently, Feigenbaum
and Gross (2020) focus on the particular case of telephone operators and show that incumbent workers
were more likely to be in lower-paying occupations following the adoption of mechanical switching
technology by AT&T. We contribute to this literature by providing a measure of occupational
exposure to technical change that is broad both in terms of technologies and the time period it
considers (as early as the middle of the 19th century).

Our technology exposure measure is constructed largely from the perspective of incumbent
workers and is primarily intended to capture technological displacement of existing tasks. Building
on our work, Autor, Chin, Salomons, and Seegmiller (2022) examines the extent to which technology
facilitates the creation of new tasks and occupations. Specifically, they construct a measure of
labor-augmenting technologies by calculating the overlap between patent texts and the micro-titles
from the Census Alphabetical Index associated with each industry and occupation. They find that
augmentation innovations predict employment expansions and the proliferation of new tasks within
exposed occupations.

More broadly, our work contributes to the voluminous literature seeking to understand the
determinants of rising inequality and the fall in the labor share. Existing work emphasizes the
complementarity between technology and certain types of worker skills (Goldin and Katz, 1998,
2008; Autor et al., 2003; Autor, Katz, and Kearney, 2006; Goos and Manning, 2007; Autor and
Dorn, 2013); or the substitution between workers and capital (Krusell et al., 2000; Hornstein,
Krusell, and Violante, 2005, 2007; Karabarbounis and Neiman, 2013; Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2021;
Caunedo, Jaume, and Keller, 2021; Hemous and Olsen, 2021). The main focus of these papers is how

5In related work, Mann and Püttmann (2018); Dechezleprêtre, Hémous, Olsen, and Zanella (2021) use patent text
with different classification algorithms to identify automation patents in more recent periods, though they do not
relate these patents with specific occupations performing related tasks.
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technology affects differences in wages between groups with different ex-ante skill levels (typically
education). The facts we document are not at odds with the view that recent technological advances
are skill-biased. In fact, when we focus on breakthrough technologies in the worker’s industry that
have low levels of similarity to the worker’s tasks we find that earnings of all workers subsequently
increase—with workers at the top experiencing larger increases than the average worker. Our
contribution is to show that some breakthrough technologies (those closely related to worker’s tasks)
are instead labor-displacive even for highly-paid workers performing non-repetitive tasks. These
technologies are still complementary to skill, however the skills required may not be the same as the
skills that incumbent workers have. Unlike much of this literature, we do not consider worker skill
to be a fixed characteristic of the worker: our model allows for the possibility that gains from new
technologies can displace the demand for specific expertise of workers skilled at tasks associated
with older vintages—similar to the literature on vintage specificity of human capital (Chari and
Hopenhayn, 1991; Violante, 2002; Deming and Noray, 2020; Hombert and Matray, 2021) and models
which seek to explain earnings losses from job displacement via obsolescence/loss of specific human
capital (Neal, 1995; Kambourov and Manovskii, 2009; Huckfeldt, 2021; Braxton and Taska, 2020).

Last, our work has important implications for the drivers of labor income risk. Though risk is
not the primary focus of our study, we reach a similar conclusion as Kogan, Papanikolaou, Schmidt,
and Song (2020): the highest-paid workers face considerably greater risk in their labor income as
a result of technological innovation than the average worker. Though this conclusion is similar,
these two papers ask different questions. Kogan et al. (2020) are interested in the extent to which
profit-sharing motives transfer the risk of creative destruction from the firm owners to its workers;
thus, they examine the dynamics of wage earnings in response to innovation by the workers’ own
firm or its competitors in the product market. By contrast, we examine outcomes for all workers in
the same industry, differentiated by their occupation (and its exposure to major innovations). Since
our goal is to capture not only innovation by a firm but also the overall adoption of a technology in
a given sector, the exact origin of these innovations are not particularly relevant.

1 Measuring Workers’ Technology Exposure

We begin our analysis by constructing a measure of workers’ exposure to important technological
innovations at a given point in time. There are two ingredients in this construction. The first part is
the definition of what constitutes an important technological innovation. We rely on patent data and
follow the methodology of Kelly et al. (2021), henceforth KPST, to identify important innovations.
KPST identify breakthrough innovations as those that are both novel (whose descriptions are
distinct from their predecessors) and impactful (they are similar to subsequent innovations). In
particular, KPST first create a measure of importance for each patent that combines novelty and
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impact and then define a ‘breakthrough’ patent as one that falls in the top 10% of the distribution
of importance. KPST show that these breakthrough technologies are associated with increases in
measured productivity both at the aggregate as well as the industry level.

The second part involves identifying the set of workers who are most exposed to a particular
technological breakthrough. To do so we rely on the description of job tasks a given occupation
performs; for each breakthrough innovation we then construct a distance metric between the
description of the technology (from the patent document) to the description of the tasks that a
given occupation performs (from the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, or DOT). This section
briefly describes this process; appendix sections A.1 and A.2 contain further details.

1.1 Data

Our raw text data comes from two sources. Job task descriptions come from the revised 4th edition
of the Dictionary of Occupation Titles (DOT) database. Given that the main empirical analysis in
this paper focuses on worker-level outcomes in the post-1980 sample, we use the task descriptions
from the 1991 DOT—which is mostly identical to the 1977 DOT version beyond the addition
of some IT-related occupations—rather than more recent versions from O*NET. Since the DOT
has a very wide range of occupations (with over 13,000 specific occupation descriptions) we use a
crosswalk from DOT occupations to the considerably coarser and yet still detailed set of 6-digit
Standard Occupation Classification (SOC) codes from O*NET. We then combine all tasks for a
given occupation at the 2010 SOC 6-digit level into one occupation-level corpus. We use the patent
text data from Kelly et al. (2021) and combine the claims, abstract, and description section into
one patent-level corpus for each patent. See Appendix A.1 for a step-by-step description of how we
clean and prepare the patent texts and occupation task descriptions for numerical analysis.

1.2 Similarity between occupation tasks and patents

Our objective is to measure textual similarity between occupation tasks and technologies as described
in patents; however, a complication arises from the fact that the language used in patent documents
is quite different from occupational task descriptions. Consequently, standard methods which
require exact overlap in terms—such as the “bag-of-words" approach described in Gentzkow, Kelly,
and Taddy (2019)—are likely to perform relatively poorly in measuring patent–occupation textual
similarity. Instead, we leverage recent advances in natural language processing that do not require
exact overlap in words, and hence allow for synonyms or other relatedness in word meanings.
Specifically, we use word embeddings—also termed word vectors, since they represent word meanings
as dense vectors. Word embeddings are constructed so that the distance between two word vectors
is directly related to the likelihood these words capture a similar meaning. We use the word vectors
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provided by Pennington, Socher, and Manning (2014), which contains a vocabulary of 1.9 million
word meanings. We briefly describe the approach here; Appendix A.2 contains a detailed exposition.

We represent each document (either a patent or an occupation description) as a vector Xi,
constructed as a weighted average of the set of word vectors xk for the terms contained in the
document:

Xi =
∑
xk∈Ai

wi,kxk. (1)

We choose the weights wi,k to emphasize important words in the document. We follow the literature
on natural language processing and construct weights based on ‘term-frequency-inverse-document-
frequency’ (TF-IDF). In brief, TF-IDF overweighs word vectors for terms that occur relatively
frequently within a given document and underweighs terms that occur commonly across all documents.
We compute the inverse-document-frequency for the set of patents and occupation tasks separately.
Last, we calculate the cosine similarity to measure the similarity between patent i and occupation j,

Simi,j = Xi

||Xi||
· Xj

||Xj ||
. (2)

We perform two adjustments to the raw measure of similarity (2). First, we remove yearly fixed
effects. We do so in order to account for language and structural differences in patent documents
over time; patents have become much longer and use much more technical language over the sample
period. Second, we impose sparsity: after removing the fixed effects we set all patent × occupation
pairs to zero that are below the 80th percentile in this fixed-effect adjusted similarity. This imposes
that the vast majority of patent–occupation pairs are considered unrelated to one another, and
only similarity scores sufficiently high in the distribution receive any weight. Last, we scale the
remaining non-zero pairs such that a patent/occupation pair at the 80th percentile of yearly adjusted
similarities has a score equal to zero and the maximum adjusted score equals one. We denote by
ρi,j the adjusted similarity metric between patent j and occupation i. While we compute ρi,j in
this manner for all patent–occupation pairs, in the analysis that follows we restrict to the set of
patents identified as breakthroughs by the KPST procedure.

In sum, we use a combination of word embeddings and TF-IDF weights in constructing a distance
metric between a patent document (which includes the abstract, claims, and the detailed description
of the patented invention) and the detailed description of the tasks performed by occupations. Our
methodology is conceptually related, though distinct, to the method proposed by Webb (2020), who
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also analyzes the similarity between patents and job tasks.6

2 Validation and Interpretation

The next step in our analysis is to verify that our measure indeed captures exposure of workers to
related technologies. We do so in two ways. First, in Section 2.1, we examine specific examples
of breakthrough technologies and identify the most related occupations. We see that our measure
primarily picks up two types of technologies: a) labor-saving innovations and b) technologies that
could be complementary to labor, but may require skills that incumbent workers lack. Second,
in Section 2.2, we explore the ability of our technology exposure measure to predict changes
in employment and wages at the occupation level. We find that our measure strongly predicts
employment and wage declines.

Overall, it appears that our measure identifies primarily labor-displacive innovations; that is
innovations in which tasks of certain workers are replaced, either by the technology itself (labor-saving
technologies) or by shifting labor demand towards new types of workers whose skills may complement
the new technology. In both cases, incumbent workers can be displaced by the technology, hence we
use the term labor-displacive. That said, one remaining question is whether the way we construct our
technology exposure measure is indeed well-suited to identifying technologies that displace incumbent
workers. In Section 2.3, we present evidence based on a purely statistical prediction exercise that
such counteracting effects are likely to be small, and conclude that our measure primarily captures
labor-displacive innovations. Last, Section 2.4 compares to existing (cross-sectional) measures of
technology exposure, while Section 2.5 documents how workers’ technology exposure varies across
occupations and time.

2.1 Examples

A key advantage of our measure is that it allows us to study very different technologies across long
periods of time. We consider three representative examples of breakthrough patents in Figure 1.
Patent 276,146, titled “Knitting Machine”, was issued in the height of the Second Industrial
Revolution in 1883. The occupation that is most closely related to this patent is “Textile Knitting
and Weaving Machine Setters, Operators, and Tenders”; the next most similar occupation is “Sewing
Machine Hand Operators”, followed by “Sewers, hand”. Next consider the patent for “Metal wheel

6Webb (2020) focuses on similarity in verb-object pairs in the title and the abstract of patents with verb-object
pairs in the job task descriptions and restricts his attention to patents identified as being related to robots, AI, or
software. He uses word hierarchies obtained from WordNet to determine similarity in verb-object pairings. By contrast,
we infer document similarity by using geometric representations of word meanings (GloVe) that have been estimated
directly from word co-occurence counts. Furthermore, we use not only the abstract but the entirety of the patent
document—which includes the abstract, claims, and the detailed description of the patented invention. Rather than
focus on specific technologies, we compute occupation-patent distance measures for all occupations and the entire set
of USPTO patents since 1840.
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for vehicles (1,405,358), which is issued in 1922. The occupation most closely related to this patent
is “Automotive Service Technicians and Mechanics”, with other production and metal machine
workers following. Finally, we examine a patent from a very different era and representing a very
different technology. The patent, entitled “System for managing financial accounts by a priority
allocation of funds among accounts,” is U.S. patent number 5,911,135 and was issued in 1999. The
top occupations related to this patent are financial managers, credit analysts, loan interviewers and
clerks.

We next perform the reverse exercise, where we fix a particular occupation, and list the most
relevant innovations. The occupations we choose are cashiers, loan interviewers and clerks, and
railroad conductors. Table A.1 lists the top five breakthrough patents that are linked to each of
these occupations. Examining the patent tiles, we see that each one of these patents is directly
related to the work performed by the given occupation. For example, one of the top patents for
cashiers is “Vending type machine dispensing a redeemable credit voucher upon payment interrupt”
(patent 5,055,657); the top patent for loan interviewers and clerks is titled “Automatic business
and financial transaction processing system” (patent number 6,289,319). And finally, for rail road
conductors, titled “Automatic train control system and method” (patent 5,828,979) is the top patent.
In general the patents showing up on this list represent technologies that appear likely to either
change the way that an occupation performs its core work functions, or substitute for work done by
that occupation.

We next consider some concrete examples of labor-displacive technologies. US patent number
6,289,319, titled “Automatic business and financial transaction processing system” is the most similar
patent to the “Loan Interviewers and Clerks” occupation. The DOT task description indicates that
a person with this occupation “calls or writes to credit bureaus, employers, and personal references
to check credit and personal references.” The description of this patent states that “Loan processing
has traditionally been a labor-intensive business...the principal object of this invention is to provide
an economical means for screening loan applications.” We interpret this innovation as an example of
a technology which has high potential to be labor-saving because it is intended to perform the same
tasks performed manually by a worker in a more efficient manner.

Labor-displacive technologies can benefit new workers at the expense of incumbents. We next
consider some specific examples of labor-displacive technologies discussed in Jerome (1934). We
begin with two key innovations in the textile weaving industry during the early 20th century,
the Barber-Colman warp-tying machine (patent 1,115,399) and the drawing-in machine (patent
1,364,091), both identified as breakthrough patents by Kelly et al. (2021). Both of these technologies
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benefitted skilled workers at the expense of unskilled labor.7 In terms of related occupations, our
methodology identifies various types of textile workers as being the some of the most relevant.

However, not all technologies benefit skilled labor. Goldin and Katz (2008) discuss how
technological progress in manufacturing methods over the last two centuries involves two very
distinct types of transitions. In an initial “deskilling” phase, production transitions from highly
skilled artisans, each of which is involved with many stages of the production process, towards a
“factory” model with more standardized tasks and extensive division of (mostly unskilled) labor
(Atack et al., 2019).8 In a second phase, manufacturing methods can become much more capital-
intensive (e.g., via transitions towards continuous or batch processes) and explicitly labor-saving, so
many, typically unskilled workers are replaced by fewer, typically more skilled technicians. Whereas
the latter types of transitions – which Goldin and Katz (2008) note are likely more prevalent during
the 20th century – are perhaps more displacive for low-skill workers, the opposite is likely to be the
case for the former ones. A similar process likely plays out at the micro (e.g., task) level: both types
of transitions likely occur regularly in the process of technological development, with both skilled
and unskilled workers potentially being exposed to displacement risk, albeit probably for different
reasons.

In brief, newer production methods may utilize a very different set of skills and expertise than
older methods and current incumbent workers may lack the requisite skills. This displacement
can take two forms: first, process innovation can lead to standardization of (formerly high-skill)
tasks that now low skill can perform; second, the innovation may still require skill, but these are
skills are different than the ones the incumbent workers possess. As concrete examples, consider
two major innovations in the window glass industry during the late 19th century—the Colburn
sheet machine (patent 840,833) and the cylinder machine (patent 814,612); both patents are in
the list of breakthrough patents identified by Kelly et al. (2021). Following their introduction,
the manufacturing process for window glass switched from being hand-made to being entirely
mechanized by 1925. The displacement of skilled workers was rapid: by 1905, many hand plants
had gone out of business, and wages of blowers and gatherers were reduced 40 per cent. In terms
of our methodology, we identify “glaziers” and “molders, shapers, and casters, except metal and

7Jerome (1934) notes that, the Barber-Colman warp-tying machine “will do the work of about 15 hand operators”
while “it can be run by one tender.” Similarly, he notes that “It is estimated that each (drawing-in machine) machine,
requiring ordinarily the attention of one operator and half the time of an assistant, replaces from 5 to 6 hand
drawers-in.”

8Atack et al. (2019) write: “as useful as it is as an overall framing device, the Acemoglu and Restrepo model omits
a fundamental feature of historical industrialization—namely, its extensive division of labor. As far as that model is
concerned, the individual workers who perform tasks before and after automation could be the same people. In point
of fact, however, they were not the same people. In the tiniest shops that are iconic depictions of hand production in
early manufacturing, the artisan was highly skilled in the sense of performing most or all of the production tasks
from start to finish, as well as ‘nonproduction’ tasks associated with managing the business. In the transition to
machine labor, the artisan shop was displaced by the factory, which was different in many ways that could perhaps be
summarized as ‘more’ of everything—more capital, more labor, and more output.”
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plastic” as being among the most related occupations to these two patents.9

Last, we also examine a more recent example of labor-displacive technology: the rise of e-
commerce—and more specifically the automatic fulfillment of retail purchase orders. Our measure
indicates the 1997 to 2002 period as featuring a significant uptick in innovation related to the tasks
performed by order-fulfillment clerks. Examples of such breakthrough innovations early on include
U.S. Patent 5,696,906 for “Telecommunication user account management system and method”;
Patent 5,592,560 for “Method and system for building a database and performing marketing
based upon prior shopping history”; or Patent 5,628,004 for “System for managing database of
communication of recipients." Appendix Table A.2 contains a longer list. Compared to all other
clerk occupations, wage trends for order fulfillment clerks are fairly flat prior to 1997 (see Appendix
Figure A.1). However, between 1997 and 2010, the wages of order clerks had declined by about 0.2
log points relative to all other clerks.

2.2 Relation to employment and wage growth

We next examine the relation between our technology exposure measure and subsequent growth in
the employment shares and average wage earnings of exposed occupations. To this end, we construct
a time series index of exposure of occupation i to technology at time t as

ηi,t = 1
Nt

∑
j∈Bt

ρi,j . (3)

In words, ηi,t aggregates our patent-occupation similarity scores ρi,j across all breakthrough patents
Bt issued in period t. It varies over time due to the arrival of breakthrough technologies and it
varies across occupations as these breakthrough technologies have different levels of similarity with
the tasks performed by each occupation. We scale this measure by US population Nt so that it is
stationary over the long sample.

Technology exposure and employment growth

We first relate our technology exposure measure (3) to employment growth. We use the Decennial
Census surveys, which consist of repeated cross-sectional observations and contain information
on occupations that we can link to our technology exposure measure. The data consists of an
unbalanced panel of occupation–industry–decade employment shares and spans the Census decades

9Specifically, the latter occupation, which corresponds SOC code 519195, has a sub-occupation called “glass blowers,
molders, benders, and finishers”. Indeed as Jerome (1934) notes, glass workers displaced by the sheet and cylinder
machines in their time were considered to be highly skilled workers: “In the quarter century following the introduction
of machine blowing, the window-glass industry, one of the last strongholds of specialized handicraft skill, has undergone
a technological revolution resulting in the almost complete disappearance of the hand branch of the industry and the
elimination of two skilled trades and one semiskilled, and also the partial elimination of the skilled flatteners. The
contest for supremacy now lies between the cylinder and the sheet machine processes.”
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from 1910 to 2010. Appendix A.4 provides additional details.
We estimate the following specification,

100
h

(
log Yi,j,t+h − log Yi,j,t

)
= α0 + β(h) ηi,t + c Zi,j,t + εi,j,t, h = 10, 20 years. (4)

Here, Yi,j,t is occupation i in industry j’s share in total non-farm employment, so the dependent
variable is the annualized percentage growth rate in employment. Given the secular changes in
female labor force participation over the century-long time period, we restrict attention to male
employment in this specification. Observations are weighted by the employment share of the given
occupation–industry cell and standard errors are clustered by occupation. Given that the time
period t refers to a decade, we use the average value of ηi,t over the preceding ten years for each
period t and we normalize it to unit standard deviation. We absorb industry-specific trends by
including industry–time fixed effects in all specifications; depending on the specification, we include
controls for the lagged 10-year employment growth rate.

Table 1 shows a strong and statistically significant negative correlation between our innovation
measure η and subsequent changes in employment. The magnitudes are significant: a one-standard
deviation increase in ηi,t is associated with a 0.53 to 0.56 percentage point annualized decline
annualized decline in employment over the next 10 years. Extending the horizon over the next
20 years increases the magnitudes to a 0.93 to 1.05 percentage point annualized decline—which
corresponds to a cumulative decline in occupational employment of approximately 20 percent relative
to unaffected occupations.

Technology exposure and wage growth

One concern is that the employment effects we document are amplified by the endogeneity of
technological change: innovative effort is directed towards occupations for which labor supply
is shrinking. Then the employment responses we are estimating include not only the effect of
technology but also the fact that employment in these occupations would have contracted due to
(future) labor scarcity. In this case, we would expect that our technology measure would predict
wage increases in these occupations that are expected to experience scarcity of workers.

In contrast to this view, we find that our technology exposure measure predicts wage declines.
To do so, we rely on data from the Current Population Survey Merged Outgoing Rotation Groups
(CPS-MORG) which provides data on both wages and employment outcomes for the post-1980
period—see Appendix A.4 for details. We estimate a specification similar to (4), over horizons h
of 5 to 20 years. The dependent variable Yi,t now represents the average wage earnings or total
employment for a given occupation i in calendar year t. The vector of controls Zi,t includes three
lagged one-year growth rates of the dependent variable and time fixed effects. As before, ηi,t is
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normalized to unit standard deviation. Figure 2 plots the estimated coefficients β along with 90%
confidence intervals.

We see that our technology exposure measure predicts a significant decline in occupation-level
average wage earnings: a one-standard deviation increase in ηi,t is followed by a decline in average
wage earnings of approximately 0.2% per year. Employment growth also declines in this sample—
approximately a 1.1% annualized decline in occupation employment over the next five to twenty
years—which is quantitatively similar to the estimates reported in Table 1.

2.3 Is our technology exposure measure identifying mostly labor-displacive
technologies?

The results in the previous sections suggest that our technology exposure measure is primarily
identifying technologies that displace existing workers. Ex-ante, this fact is not obvious: the
similarity between the description of an innovation and occupation tasks could in principle also
capture technologies that enhance the productivity of incumbent workers. Even though we find
a consistently negative relation between our technology exposure measure and subsequent labor
market outcomes, it is possible these effects are muted because our measure mixes labor-displacive
and innovations that enhance the productivity of incumbent workers.

One way to answer this question is to construct a pure machine-learning predictor of employment
declines using the text of patents and compare its in-sample performance to the performance of our
exposure measure. We construct this in-sample predictor by leveraging recent advances in topic
modeling (Cong, Liang, and Zhang, 2019). In brief, we extract the 500 most important topics from
the text of patent documents and compute time-varying exposures of occupations to these patent
topics. For each topic we estimate a version of equation (4) in the CPS-MORG data at the 10-year
horizon, replacing our innovation exposure index ηi,t with the topic k predictor. Last, we form an
in-sample displacement factor by taking linear combinations (either the average or the first principal
component) of the candidate topics that are individually statistically significant negative predictors
of employment declines at the 5% level. Appendix A.6 contains further details.

Panels A and B of Table 2 compare the performance of our technology exposure measure (3) to
the statistical labor-displacement factor. There are two points worth noting. First, these machine-
learning predictors of employment declines also predict declines in occupation-level wages even
though they are not explicitly constructed to do so. Second, and more importantly, these predictors
perform about as well in predicting employment and wages as our baseline technology exposure
measure ηi,t. That said, this finding is not particularly surprising given that the correlation between
our baseline measure ηi,t and these machine-learning predictors is over 70 percent. We conclude
that our technology exposure measure captures labor-displacive innovations to a similar extent as a
pure machine-learning predictor even though it is not a priori designed to do so.
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2.4 Comparison to existing measures of technology exposure

We next explore whether our technology exposure measure contains additional information relevant
in predicting wage and employment declines relative to existing measures of technology exposure,
specifically the routine-task intensity (RTI) measure from Acemoglu and Autor (2011) and the
Webb (2020) measures of exposure to robotics or software.

Given that these existing measures are purely cross-sectional in nature, we estimate a cross-
sectional regression in long-difference similar to Webb (2020),

100
h

(
log Yi,j,2012 − log Yi,j,1980

)
= α+ αj + βηPctilei,1980 + δXPctile

i + εi,j , (5)

where i indexes occupations and j indexes industries. In estimating (5), we combine information
on wages and employment in the 1980 Census and the 2012 ACS data from Deming (2017). The
dependent variable denotes either the log change in employment or the change in log wages over
the 1980 to 2012 time period, hence h = 32. Since the Webb (2020) measures are calculated
in percentile terms, we convert our index of technology exposure and routine-task intensity to
cross-sectional percentile ranks to facilitate comparison of coefficients across measures. We use the
1980 start-of-period percentile rank of our exposure measure. We include industry fixed effects
αj to account for industry specific shocks that may be correlated with occupational outcomes.
Depending on the specification, the variables Xi include the to the routine-task intensity measure
from Acemoglu and Autor (2011) or the Webb (2020) measures of exposure to robotics or software.
We weight observations by the employment share in 1980 and cluster standard errors by occupation.

Table A.3 reports our findings for employment (Panel A) and wages (Panel B). Examining the
table, we see that the point estimates of β are negative and highly significant across all specifications.
Comparing the univariate specifications in columns (2) to (5), coefficient magnitudes on η are about
30 to 40 percent higher than the coefficient on RTI, 40 to 60 percent higher than the coefficient on
the robot exposure measure, and more than double the coefficient on the software exposure. The
estimated coefficients on our measure are only slightly attenuated when we include the Acemoglu and
Autor (2011) or Webb (2020) measures. Focusing on the last column, we note that our measure of
occupational exposure to technology contains independent information relative to the RTI measure,
while it essentially subsumes the information in the Webb (2020) measures.

2.5 Descriptive Patterns in Technology Exposure

Here, we document the extent to which workers’ technology exposure has varied over time and
across occupations.
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Which Occupations Are Most Exposed?

We find significant differences in the average degree of technology exposure across occupations.
Table A.4 lists the top and bottom 25 occupations by average exposure over the entire 1850-2002
sample period for ηi,t. We see that the most exposed occupations tend to be those working in
production and manufacturing type jobs, which are commonly posited to be among the type of
occupations most affected by new technologies. By contrast, service-type occupations that specialize
in person-to-person interaction score especially low on average exposure.

Autor and Dorn (2013) argue that recent patterns of job polarization—the disappearance
of middle-skill (i.e., wage) occupations—are driven by their increased exposure to technological
innovation relative to low- and high-wage occupations. Our direct measure of technology exposure
confirms this view. Figure 3 plots the occupation technology exposures against average wage
percentile ranks for the post-1980 period calculated using the CPS-MORG. Given the short time
dimension of the data, we focus on cross-sectional comparisons. We note that the most exposed
occupations tend to be found in the middle of the income distribution, consistent with the prevailing
view regarding job polarization in the United States (Autor and Dorn, 2013; Bárány and Siegel,
2018).

Long-Run Shifts in Highly Exposed Occupations

We next examine how the types of occupation that are most exposed to technological innovation
have shifted over time. We follow Acemoglu and Autor (2011) and focus on four task categories:
manual tasks (routine and physical); non-routine manual (interpersonal); routine cognitive; and
non-routine cognitive.10 We then compute the average value of η, weighted by employment, across
occupations that score in the top quintile of each of these categories; we then scale across the eight
groups each year so that the total sums to one. Panel A of Figure 4 shows how the composition of
which workers are most exposed has shifted across each of these task categories.

We see that for much of the sample, including the major innovation waves of the 1870 to 1890
and 1910 to 1930, occupations performing non-interpersonal manual tasks are on average most
exposed. By contrast, occupations emphasizing cognitive tasks were significantly less exposed.
However, starting from the 1970s, there is a shift in the relative exposure of occupations emphasizing
cognitive tasks, especially routine cognitive tasks. Over the last few decades, these occupations are
almost as exposed to innovation as occupations emphasizing manual tasks. Given the composition
of breakthrough innovations, this pattern is driven by the ICT revolution that has led to the modern
digitalization of the workplace. Occupations that relate to these type of innovations have a distinctly

10Because the routine manual and non-routine manual (physical) task scores are highly correlated and also comove
similarly with technological exposure, we group these two task types into one category by taking the average of the
two scores. For similar reasons we take the average of non-routine cognitive (analytical) and non-routine cognitive
(interpersonal) to get a non-routine cognitive score.
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different task profile than the most prevalent technologies of past innovation waves. That said,
even in the recent period, occupations emphasizing interpersonal tasks remain the least exposed to
technological change. This pattern is consistent with the findings of Deming (2017), who documents
an increased importance of social skills in the labor market.

We next separate occupations by their education requirements. Specifically, we compute the
share of workers in that occupation who have either completed a 4-year college degree or have
attained a high-school diploma or lower in a given year. As above, we calculate the (weighted)
average value of η across occupations in top and the bottom quintile of share of workers with or
without a college degree each year. Panel B of Figure 4 plots the composition across these two
categories.

We see that occupations requiring a college degree are, on average, significantly less exposed to
innovation than occupations requiring a lower level of education. However, this pattern is shifting
in the recent decades: towards the end of the sample, the difference in technology exposure between
occupations requiring a college degree with those that do not has shrunk dramatically. As above,
this pattern is driven by compositional shifts in the types of technologies being introduced, not
changes in the share of workers with a college degree, since these categories are formed on purely
cross-sectional comparisons.

3 Technology Exposure and Worker Outcomes

Armed with a measure of workers’ technology exposure, we next move to the main goal of the paper:
understanding how exposure to major technologies shapes outcomes of individual workers. The
availability of wage earnings administrative data, combined with demographic information such
as age, education or past earnings, allows us to not only understand the experience of individual
workers but also how these experiences vary across workers.

3.1 Data

We combine survey information for a random sample of individual workers tracked by the Current
Population Survey (CPS) Annual Social and Economic Supplement (ASEC) with employer-employee
matched Social Security Administration (SSA) administrative data from their associated Detailed
Earnings Records. These data include information on income and employer identification numbers
(EINs) from Form W-2. The CPS ASEC includes information on occupation as well as demographic
information such as age and gender. We complement the data with information on industry and
average wages from the Census Longitudinal Business Database (LBD) using the EINs. We limit
the sample to individuals who are older than 25 and younger than 55 years old and to periods where
the CPS interview date is within the past 3 years so that the occupation information is relatively
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recent. Appendix A.5 contains further details.
Our main outcome variable is the worker’s earnings growth over the next h years. To smooth out

the impact of transitory earnings spikes (for example, a bonus), we follow Autor, Dorn, Hanson, and
Song (2014) and Guvenen, Ozkan, and Song (2014) in that our main outcome variable of interest is
the growth in worker i’s average wage earnings, adjusted for life-cycle effects,

wit,t+h ≡ log
(∑h

j=0 W2 earningsi,t+j∑k
j=0D(agei,t+j)

)
. (6)

Here, W2 earningsi,t refer to the sum of all W2 income a worker i receives in a given year t.
Our data has detailed information on both the industry of a particular worker as well as the

industry of origination of each patent. This allows us to exploit additional sources of variation: we
can compare workers not only across occupations in the same industry, but also workers in the
same occupation across industries. To this end, we build our technology exposure measure by also
restricting attention to patents issued to firms in the same industry (4-digit NAICS) as the worker.
Letting j index patents as before; Bk,t denote the set of breakthrough patents issued in industry k
in year t; o(i) the occupation of individual i; and k(i, t) the industry of individual worker i in year t,
we measure the technology exposure of worker i to technology at time t as

ξi,t = log

1 +
∑

j∈Bk(i,t),t

ρo(i),j

 . (7)

In brief, our technology exposure metric (7) bears a strong similarity to (3), with the following
modifications. First, our measure ξi,t now varies by occupation, industry, and year instead of just
occupation and year. Second, given that ξ is quite sparse—just under half of the industry–occupation
pairs have zero breakthrough patents in a given year—we apply a log transform to smooth out the
resulting skewed distribution; and given that we are now considering a much shorter time series
in these worker-level regressions we no longer need to express our measure in units of per capita
patenting. Last, given that the administrative data sample has a shorter time dimension, we use the
breakthrough definition of KPST that relies on 5-year (as opposed to 10-year) forward similarity,
which allows us to extend the sample period for ξi,t by five additional years up through 2007.

Table 3 summarizes the sample. We have approximately 2.8 million person-year observations
spanning the period from 1981 to 2016. Approximately 54% of the sample is male and 34% of
the observations correspond to workers with a four-year college degree. The median worker in
the sample is 41 years old and earns approximately $50k per year in terms of 2015 dollars. The
distribution of earnings is rather skewed: the average is equal to $66k while the 5th and 95th
percentiles are equal to $16k and $152k, respectively. Importantly, much of these differences in
pay exist within industry–occupation groups; on average, about 58 percent of the cross-sectional
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dispersion exists within industry–occupation cells. To a large extent the same is true for education:
approximately 56 percent of the variation in college share is within industry–occupation cells. These
sizable differences in worker earnings within an industry–occupation cell are consistent with the
view expressed in Goldin and Katz (2008) regarding the importance of within-job skill differences
across workers. The top panel of Appendix Figure A.2 shows that the dispersion in wage earnings
within an occupation and industry have been growing steadily over time, in line with the overall
increase in income inequality across all workers.

These within industry–occupation differences in wage earnings are partly driven by firm het-
erogeneity: the workers that are paid the most relative to their peers in the same occupation and
industry tend to work in more productive firms. That is, the firms that employ the workers at the
top 5 percent of the within industry–occupation earnings distribution are approximately 0.45 log
points more productive on average than the firms that employ the workers at the bottom 25 percent.
However, the bottom panel of Appendix Figure A.2 shows that these between firm differences
account for only a small fraction (about 16 percent) of the within industry–occupation earnings
dispersion. See Appendix A.7 for further details on how we perform these calculations.

The last three rows of Table 3 report the distribution of the growth in lifecycle-adjusted
cumulative earnings growth (6) across horizons. At a horizon of h = 5 years, the median is equal to
approximately zero while the mean is -0.095; given that this variable corresponds to a log difference,
the large dispersion in earnings induces the mean growth rate to be negative due to Jensen’s
inequality. That said, the distribution is also highly negatively skewed: the 10th percentile is equal
to -0.61 log points while the 90th percentile is equal to 0.574.

3.2 Technology exposure and worker earnings growth

We estimate the following specification,

wit+1,t+h − wit−2,t = α+ β ξi,t + c Zi,t + εi,t. (8)

The dependent variable is the growth in worker i’s average earnings over the next h = 3, 5 and
10 years, relative to the prior three years. The main dependent variable of interest ξi,t captures
the worker’s exposure to breakthrough technologies in her (NAICS 4-digit) industry. The vector
Z includes a set of controls that aim to soak up ex-ante worker differences. Depending on the
specification, we include various combinations of year, occupation and industry fixed effects. Our
most conservative specification, and the one we focus most in the paper, interacts the latter two
with calendar year to account for occupation- or industry-specific time trends. Thus, our coefficient
β is identified by comparing future earnings for an exposed worker to other workers in the same
industry in a different occupation, or to workers in the same occupation in other industries. This
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saturated specification therefore allows us to partial out sources of time-series variation that occur at
either the industry or the occupation level. In addition, we include flexible non-parametric controls
for worker age and past worker earnings as well as recent earnings growth rates.11 Standard errors
are clustered at the industry level.

Overall, we find that workers’ technology exposure is negatively related to their subsequent
earnings growth. Panel A of Table 4 reports the estimated slope coefficients β for horizons of h = 3, 5
and 10 years; different columns correspond to different fixed effect combinations. The magnitudes
are both economically and statistically significant. Our preferred specification focuses on the 5-year
horizon, and is the most conservative specification that compares a worker in a given year to either
other workers in the same industry that year but in different occupations, or workers in the same
occupation that year but in different industries. In this case, we see that a one standard deviation
increase in innovation is associated with a 0.02 log point decline in average worker earnings over the
next five years. These magnitudes increase with the horizon h, ranging from 0.017 to a 0.023 log
point decline in average earnings at horizons of three and ten years, respectively. Comparing across
columns, we see that the coefficient estimates mostly increase in magnitude as we saturate the
specification with additional controls, suggesting that the relation we identify is driven by primarily
within-industry and within-occupation variation. Accordingly, for the rest of the paper we focus our
attention on the specification corresponding to column (4) of Table 4.

These negative effects are comparable across workers in both manufacturing and services. Panel
B of Table 4 compares the estimated coefficient β across workers employed in manufacturing and
services, broadly defined. We see that workers in both manufacturing and services experience
roughly a similar decline in earnings in response to a shock to ξ. This pattern, combined with
the significant recent increase in the average technology exposure of workers in the service sector
relative to manufacturing we saw in Section 2.5, strongly suggests that the displacement of workers
in response to labor-displacive technologies is not purely a blue-collar worker phenomenon; rather it
is increasingly present in white-collar occupations as well.

3.3 Worker Heterogeneity: Job Type, Education and Age

The negative average correlation between technology exposure and worker earnings can potentially
mask considerable heterogeneity in outcomes across workers. Therefore, we next allow the estimated
slope coefficient to vary by observable worker characteristics.

11We construct controls for worker age and lagged earnings by linearly interpolating between 3rd degree Chebyshev
polynomials in workers’ lagged income quantiles within an industry-age bin at 10-year age intervals. In addition, to
soak up some potential variation related to potential mean-reversion in earnings (which could be the case following
large transitory shocks), we also include 3rd degree Chebyshev polynomials in workers’ lagged income growth rate
percentiles, and we allow these coefficients to differ by gender as well as past income levels based on five gender-specific
bins formed based upon a worker’s rank relative to her peers in the same industry and occupation.
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Job Type

First, we allow the slope coefficient β to vary across different types of jobs—specifically, across
occupations that score highly in the Acemoglu and Autor (2011) categories. Table 5 reports how the
estimated coefficient varies across occupations that are above or below the median in the categories:
manual physical; non-routine manual and personal; routine or non-routine cognitive tasks. We see
that the negative relation between our technology exposure measure ξ and subsequent earnings
growth is present across most occupations—with the notable exception of occupations that score
highly in terms of non-routine manual and interpersonal skills. That said, the magnitudes are not
always the same: the negative relation we document is particularly salient for workers in occupations
that emphasize manual and routine cognitive tasks—exactly the same occupations that have been
exposed to most of the technological breakthroughs as we saw in the top panel of Figure 4.

Education

Existing work has emphasized that much of technological change is skill biased, where skill is often
defined as worker education (see, e.g. Goldin and Katz, 2008). To this end, we next compare whether
the earnings growth of workers with and without a four-year college degree respond differentially to
the same increase in their occupation-industry technology exposure. This comparison exploits both
between- as well as within-cell variation in the college share: recall that approximately 56 percent
of the overall cross-sectional variation in the share of college educated workers is driven by within
industry–occupation cell variation.

Panel A of Table 6 shows that there are no meaningful differences in the response of worker
earnings to ξ among workers with and without a college degree. Put differently, regardless of whether
they have a four-year college degree or not, two workers in the same industry and same occupation
will on average experience the same decline in wage earnings in response to the same increase in
technology exposure.

Worker Age

Existing work has emphasized the specificity of human capital to particular technology vintages
(Chari and Hopenhayn, 1991; Jovanovic and Nyarko, 1996; Violante, 2002). If that is the case,
we may expect that older workers, who have had more time to accumulate task-specific expertise,
experience larger wage losses than younger workers in response to the same increase in technology
exposure.

Consistent with this view, the bottom panel of Table 6 shows that older workers (those in the 45
to 55 range) experience significantly greater declines in earnings growth relative to younger workers
(25 to 35 range) by approximately a factor of 1.8. This steep and monotonic gradient across age
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groups is consistent with the view that older workers are both more likely to have accumulated
skills in existing technology and also less likely to become familiar with new production methods.

3.4 Worker Heterogeneity: Income

We next examine how the response of worker earnings growth to our technology exposure measure
ξ varies by the worker’s prior income relative to her peers. All else equal, one would expect
that workers that are paid more relative to their peers in the same industry and occupation have
accumulated a greater amount of skill at performing the tasks required by their occupation. A
common view of technology is that it is skill-biased, that is, complementary to worker skill. As
such, we might expect that the most highly paid workers respond less—or even experience wage
increases—as the technology that is relevant to their tasks improves.

However, our findings suggest a more nuanced view. Column (1) of Table 7 shows how the slope
coefficient β varies with the worker’s current income relative to her peers in the same industry–
occupation cell. We see that workers at the top of the relative earning distribution experience
significantly greater wage earnings declines (more than twice the magnitude) than the average
worker in response to a unit standard deviation increase in technology exposure ξ. There is some
evidence that the earnings of lower-paid workers also respond more than average, but this difference
is not statistically significant. Columns (2) to (4) show that this pattern is quite distinct from the
age pattern we documented above. Specifically, when we rank workers in terms of their prior income
relative to other workers in the same age group within their industry–occupation cell, the gradient
on income remains largely similar: the estimated slope coefficient β is approximately twice as large
in terms of magnitude for the highest-paid workers for each age group. These findings reinforce
our discussion in Section 2.1 that not all technological transitions–even skill-biased ones–need to
disproportionately displace low-skill workers.

We next examine the extent to which these earnings declines are driven by job separation or
unemployment spells. We do so by restricting the sample to workers that remain with the same
firm over the next five years, or to workers that experience no significant period of unemployment—
defined as the absence years without W2 income. Comparing columns (1) and (2) of Table 8, we
see that firm exit is the key driver of earnings losses at the bottom of the income distribution; by
contrast, it only accounts for less than 40 percent of the earnings losses for the highest-paid workers.
Further, columns (3) and (4) show that these earnings losses are not driven by one- or three-year
unemployment spells, respectively. Conditioning on workers that did not experience unemployment
spells comparable patterns in earnings losses following an increase in technology exposure as the
full sample of workers in column (1).

What type of worker heterogeneity is responsible for these income patterns? A number of
additional results suggest that an important driver is variation in worker skill. Appendix Table A.5
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explores alternative approaches for constructing income rankings. First, we drop workers that moved
firms in the last year; this ensures that workers in the lowest bin are not workers that had partial
employment. Comparing our baseline results in column (1) to column (2) we find that this has little
impact on our results. In column (3) we instead rank workers based on their average income over
the last two years; doing so leads to the same conclusions. We next verify that our effects are not
driven by between-firm differences in average pay. Since we don’t always have a sufficient number
of workers at each firm to compute a within-firm earnings rank for each worker, we rank workers
based on their wage earnings relative to the their employers’ average wages (that is, the firms’ total
wage bill from the LBD divided by total employment). Comparing columns (4) and (1), we see the
same income pattern, suggesting that employer heterogeneity is not the main driver of the income
pattern we document.

We next remove heterogeneity in worker earnings unrelated to worker skill within an occupation–
industry: we rank workers based on residual (log) wages net of occupation, industry, commuting
zones, age, gender fixed effects—all interacted with calendar year. Removing commuting zone
(interacted with year) effects allows us to remove the component of pay that may be related to local
labor scarcity or monopsony power, while removing age bin by gender fixed effects accounts for the
fact that older workers tend to be more highly paid. Column (5) in Appendix Table A.5 shows
that ranking workers on these wage residuals has little impact on our income pattern of technology
exposure. Last, in column (6) we also residualize wage earnings with respect to unionization status—
interacted by calendar year. Doing so reduces the sample dramatically, since only approximately
one in five workers in our sample provide an answer to the unionization question on the CPS. Even
though the sample is smaller, we again see in column (6) the same pattern as before: the highest
paid workers given these alternate definitions still experience greater wage earnings declines in
response to an increase in technology exposure.

Further, we examine more broadly the extent to which the income gradient varies with the
level of unionization—a proxy for increased worker bargaining power. In columns (1) and (2) of
Appendix Table A.6, we see that the income gradient in Table 7 is present in industries with both
high and low levels of unionization, though it is somewhat steeper for workers in industries with low
unionization rates. More importantly, columns (3) and (4) allow the effect to vary depending on the
worker’s own union membership status. Even though the sample is again dramatically smaller, we
again find no meaningful differences in the response of the highest-paid workers to ξ as a function
of union membership.

Last, we examine the degree to which these differences in earnings responses are driven by an
increased likelihood of large earnings declines—that is, movements in the left tail—as opposed to
the conditional mean. To this end we re-estimate equation (8), where now the dependent variable is
a dummy that takes the value one if the worker’s earnings growth over the next five years is below
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the 10th percentile of the earnings growth distribution across all workers in the same year. Column
(1) of Table A.7 shows that top earners face significantly greater labor income risk than the average
worker in response to an increase in their technology exposure. We see that a one-standard deviation
increase in ηi,t is associated with a 1.62 percentage point increase that these workers experience
a large earnings decline, which is approximately three times higher than the average worker. In
terms of magnitudes, this increase in tail risk accounts for less than half of the negative mean effect
for the top earners, whereas it accounts for approximately two-thirds of the decline in earnings for
workers at the bottom of the distribution. Column (2) shows that these effects are essentially driven
by job separation. Conditioning the sample to workers that remain employed with the firm over the
next five years, we see this increase in risk is essentially absent for workers that remain with their
current employer.

In sum, we see that more highly-paid workers experience steeper relative earnings declines
than the average worker following the introduction of new technologies that are related to the
tasks they perform. Job separations—which are responsible for increases in the left tail of the
earnings distribution—account for most of the earnings declines of the lowest-paid workers but
only a moderate fraction of the losses of the highest-paid workers. Importantly, the underlying
driver of this differential exposure as a function of past income is not the components of wages that
are related to differences across industries, occupations, firms, geography (commuting zones), age,
gender, or worker unionization status.

To the extent that this residual component of the worker’s wage is related to her skill in
performing her job, the fact that the more skilled workers experience larger losses following the
introduction of new technologies suggests that some element of skill displacement is at work. This
interpretation implies that the patterns in Table 7 are consistent with the standard view of technology
as a complement to worker skill as long as part of human capital is specific to a particular vintage.
Put differently, skill is not an immutable characteristic of the worker; it is the result of experience
and learning by operating a particular technology. As new technologies are introduced, some of that
accumulated knowledge becomes obsolete: skilled workers in the old technology need not remain
skilled in the new vintage.

Consistent with this view, we find that the income pattern we document is stronger in occupations
in which human capital is both important and specific. In particular, we use data on occupation–
related work experience requirements from O*NET to proxy for the amount of specific skills needed
for a particular job (see Appendix A.5 for details). We then re-estimate equation (8) while also
allowing the slope coefficient β to vary across occupations that score above or below the (worker-level)
median in terms of required experience. Columns (1) and (2) of Table 9 show that in occupations
in which related experience is important, the highest-paid workers experience a 0.044 log point
decline in their cumulative earnings over the next five years in response to a unit standard deviation
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increase in ξ, compared to 0.016 log point decline for the lowest-paid workers. By contrast, the
difference between the highest- and lowest-paid group in the occupations in which related experience
is less important is significantly smaller.

Last, Table 10 examines how the differential response of worker earnings across the earnings
distribution varies with the characteristics of their job. There are two points worth noting here.
First, the negative response of wage earnings at the bottom of the income distribution is significantly
larger for occupations emphasizing routine cognitive and manual tasks. This suggests that the
driving force displacing these workers is automation of certain tasks by technology. Second, and
more importantly, the negative response of the most highly-paid workers (relative to their peers) is
much more comparable across most task types—with the exception of high non-routine manual and
interpersonal tasks. This suggests that the negative effect of the top is unlikely to be all driven
by task automation; instead, these estimates are more consistent with these workers being less
productive using the new technology, perhaps due to the lack of the necessary skills to effectively
use the new technology—likely a more ubiquitous source of displacement risk for skilled workers.

3.5 Is all technology displacing workers?

Our findings so far might seem to suggest that there is a consistently negative effect of technology
exposure on employment and wage growth. This conclusion is unwarranted: recall that we are only
focusing on breakthrough technologies that are closely related to the tasks performed by workers.
It is possible that other breakthrough technologies in the same industry as the worker that are
unrelated to her tasks may complement her productivity.

In what follows, we focus on the breakthrough patents issued to firms in the worker’s industry,
that are least likely to be related to the tasks performed by a given worker. We construct this
exposure measure in a similar fashion as (7),

ζi,t = log

1 +
∑

j∈Bk(i,t),t

δo(i),j

 . (9)

The key difference between (9) and (7) is that now δ is a measure of distance rather than similarity
between the description of patent j and the tasks performed by occupation o.12

In sum, ζ now captures patents whose textual descriptions are unrelated to an occupation’s task
description. Given our findings thus far, we expect this measure to now capture patents that are

12We construct δ in an equivalent fashion as ρ except that our starting point is 1 −Simi,j from equation (2) instead
of Simi,j . We then remove patent issue year fixed effects from 1 − Simi,j as before. Finally we follow our previous
procedure by setting all pairs beneath the 80th percentile of fixed effect-adjusted textual dissimilarity equal to zero,
and scale scores between the 80th and 100th percentiles such that the 80th percentile equals zero and the maximum
equals one.
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unlikely to displace the skills of a given worker. We therefore estimate a variant of (8)

wit+1,t+5 − wit−2,t = α+ β ξi,t + γ ζi,t + c Zi,t + εi,t. (10)

Table 11 reports the estimated coefficients β and γ from Equation (10). For brevity we focus on our
preferred specification, which is saturated with both industry × year and occupation × year fixed
effects, though results are similar with less saturated specifications.

The top panel of Table 11 reports results for all workers; the bottom panel allows the estimated
coefficients β and γ to vary with the worker’s prior income as before. There are three things to
note. First, the estimated coefficient γ is positive and statistically significant: the average worker
experiences approximately a 0.01 log point increase in her average earnings in response to a unit
standard deviation increase in ζ. Second, with the exception of the workers in the bottom-25th
percentile, there is again an income gradient in terms of responses of wage earnings to ζ: workers at
the top of the earnings distribution experience approximately a 0.014 increase in their cumulative
earnings over the next five years, which is approximately 50 percent larger than the response of
the average worker in the 25th to 95th percentile (the difference is statistically significant at the 10
percent level). Interestingly, the earnings of the workers at the bottom of the distribution increase
about as much as those of the highest-paid workers in response to the same shock in ζ. Third,
including ζ in this specification has very little influence on the estimated coefficients β relative to
the specification in (8): a one-standard deviation increase in ξ is associated with approximately a
0.015 log point decline in worker earnings and, as before, the earnings of top workers respond more
than the average worker.

3.6 Discussion

Taken together, the findings in the previous sections indicate that improvements in technology that
are closely related to the tasks performed by a given worker are associated with lower future earnings.
This pattern is distinct from breakthrough technological improvements in the same industry that
have low similarity with the tasks performed by the worker. We find that the decline in earnings
is significantly higher for workers that are more highly paid relative to their peers in the same
occupation and industry. Importantly, this income gradient is steepest in the occupations that have
higher requirements in terms of related experience than the median occupation.

Our interpretation of these patterns is that our measure picks up a combination of labor-saving
innovations but also technologies that could be complementary to labor but may require skills that
incumbent workers lack. Workers at the bottom of the earnings distribution are displaced as tasks
are automated; job separations account for most of these earnings losses. Workers at the top of
the earnings distribution are displaced because part of their accumulated skills (human capital) is
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specific to a particular technology vintage. As technology improves, part of these skills become
obsolete. That is, even if the technology itself complements the skills of some workers, existing
incumbents lack the necessary skills to effectively utilize the new technologies. Thus, workers who
have accumulated the most skill in the existing technology also have the most to lose when new
technologies arrive. Some of these earnings losses are driven by separations, but much of them are
driven by lower earnings growth relative to their peers.

However, an alternative interpretation is that the adoption of labor-saving technologies is more
likely in certain jobs or firms where workers are paid ‘excessively’ high wages relative to their
peers—jobs in which employees have greater bargaining power and therefore can appropriate a larger
share of the value added. Though this is an interpretation that we cannot fully rule out—given that
we do not directly observe labor productivity for individual workers—a number of our empirical
findings are inconsistent with this mechanism being the key driver of the income gradient.

First, though it is certainly possible that variation in workers’ bargaining power accounts for
part of the dispersion in wage earnings within industry–occupation cells, we note that this dispersion
is not only sizeable (accounting for 58 percent of the overall dispersion) but it has been increasing
over time (Appendix Figure A.2)—unlike the rate of unionization or the labor share which has been
declining over the same period (Karabarbounis and Neiman, 2013). Second, we find little evidence
that this gradient varies across worker groups with varying degrees of bargaining power (rates of
unionization). Third, comparing workers on wage residuals net of a number of characteristics that
may affect wage earnings on top of worker skill, such as commuting zone or unionization status,
leads to similar conclusions. Fourth, workers at the top of the income distribution are (somewhat)
more likely to be employed at more productive firms: firms employing the highest-paid workers
in an industry–occupation cell have approximately 45% higher labor productivity (0.45 log point
units) than firms employing the workers at the bottom of the income distribution. Workers in these
firms are less likely to have higher bargaining power relative to workers in less productive firms:
Seegmiller (2021) finds that more productive US firms have lower labor shares, and face lower supply
elasticities.13 Fifth, job separations account for only a modest fraction of the wage earnings declines
of the highest-paid workers in response to our technology exposure measure, while accounting for
the entirety of the earnings response for the lowest-paid workers. This pattern is inconsistent with
the idea that this income gradient is driven by firms reducing labor costs by replacing overpaid
workers with labor-saving technologies.

To the extent that workers in the highest-paid group receive higher wages due to their higher
ability or skill, this pattern can be surprising under a somewhat literal view of technology-skill
complementarity: if skill is an immutable characteristic of the worker, we would expect to see that
more highly-skilled workers experience either lower wage declines or wage increases as they are more

13See also Gouin-Bonenfant (2020) for related evidence among Canadian firms.
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likely to perform tasks that are complementary to the underlying technology, or equivalently, the
tasks they perform are less likely to be automated because they are more complex and command
higher pay. However, skills need not be transferable across technology vintages; equivalently, skill
in an existing technology need not imply the automatic acquisition of skills necessary to use new
technologies. In the next section we develop a simple model that explores this idea.

4 Model

Here, we develop a model with skill-biased technology in which worker skills are specific to a
technology vintage. Workers perform two tasks, one of which is a complement and another which is
a substitute to technology. Skilled workers perform tasks that are more highly remunerated and
less likely to be automated—these tasks are complements to technology. However, improvements in
technology may render some of workers’ skills obsolete—a specific worker may lose a part of her
skill when the technology frontier improves. As a result, even though wages of skilled workers rise
in response to technology, an incumbent skilled worker may experience a decline in wages if new
technologies arrive that relate to tasks in which she has expertise.

4.1 Setup

The model applies to a single industry. Output in the industry is produced by three factors of
production: low-skilled labor L, high-skilled labor H, and intangible capital (technology) ξ. For
simplicity, we will abstract from labor growth and model output per capita Y as

Yt =
[
µ
(
Ht

)σ
+ (1− µ)

(
λ
(
ξt
)ρ

+ (1− λ)
(
Lt
)ρ)σ/ρ]1/σ

(11)

Here, ρ denotes the elasticity of substitution between technology and unskilled labor and σ denotes
the elasticity of substitution between skilled labor and the composite output of technology and
unskilled labor. Since the total mass of workers is normalized to one, equation (11) also refers to
labor productivity (output per worker).

The factor ξ is the stock of intangible capital/knowledge embodying the technology used for
producing output Yt, similar in spirit to Acemoglu and Restrepo (2018). We allow technology to
be more complementary to skilled labor relative than to unskilled labor, so we will impose the
condition that,

σ < ρ < 1. (12)

Put differently, our notion of skill pertains to worker’s ability to use technology as a complement in
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production. Technology ξ evolves according to

dξt = −g ξt dt+ κ dNt. (13)

Technology improves according to the Poisson process Nt with arrival rate ω dt. We have set up
output in per capita terms—thus, the negative drift term in equation (13) reflects the fact that
population grows at rate g. Given (13), the level of ξ is stationary with long-run mean κω/g.

When we map our empirical analysis to the model, we will interpret our technology exposure
metric ξi,t as a shock to ξ, which however affects only a subset of workers involved in the production
of Y—that is, the model’s equivalent to ‘occupations’. In particular, workers are heterogenous along
two dimensions. In particular, there is a unit mass of workers differentiated by their type θ ∈ [0, 1],
which determines their endowment of high- and low-skill labor inputs; workers also vary in their
ability to acquire new skills s = {l, h}. Specifically, each worker can provide θ units of skilled labor
H and 1− θ units of unskilled labor L. As a result, the total supply of skilled labor as a share of
population is equal to

Ht =
∫ 1

0
θ ψt(θ) dθ, (14)

where ψt(θ) is the measure of workers of skill level θ at time t. Since we normalize the total supply
of labor to one, we have that Lt = 1−Ht.

Workers vary in their ability to acquire skills in the new technology—increase their skill level θ.
A subset of workers of measure sl cannot acquire any skills, so they produce only in the low-skill
task; for them θ = 0. The remaining share of workers sh = 1− sl, have skill θ ∈ [θ, 1]. The skill level
of workers with θ ∈ [θ, 1] evolves over time due to learning by doing and technological displacement
according to the process

dθi,t
θi,t−

= dMi,t − h dNi,t, (15)

which we further assume to be reflected at the boundaries of the interval [θ, 1].14 In the above
specification, Mi,t is a doubly stochastic jump process, modeled as the product of a Poisson process
with arrival rate φ that is independent across workers, times a random variable mi,t governs whether
a worker learns or forgets; skills grow by a factor m with probability 1−z and shrink by a proportion
m with probability z. This formulation captures the idea that acquiring new expertise is an uncertain
process, and the parameter z allows for a baseline level of risk that skills depreciate.

Importantly, workers are displaced by the arrival of new technologies (improvements in ξ); this
effect is captured by the last term in equation (15). The process Ni,t is a doubly stochastic jump

14Reflecting the process at the boundaries of the interval guarantees that the measure of workers who can acquire
new skills, sh, is well defined and constant over time. Specifically, if following a realization of dMi,t the process θi,t

were to exceed 1 and thus escape the interval [θ, 1], we set the value of θi,t immediately following the jump to 1.
Similarly, if a realization of dNi,t or dMi,t were to lead θi,t to fall below θ, we set the process immediately after the
jump to θ.
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process, which is however driven by the aggregate Poisson process Nt—describing improvements in
technology in (13). Specifically,

dNi,t = di,t dNt. (16)

Each technological improvement affects workers randomly, lowering their skill level θ by a random
magnitude driven by di,t, which has a support on the unit interval, is independent of θi,t, and
independently distributed across workers. We assume that di,t follows a binomial distribution
di,t ∈ {0, 1} with Prob(di,t = 1) = α. More generally, we could allow the distribution of di,t to
vary with certain worker characteristics such as age or education. Affected workers experience a
proportional loss in their human capital (skill) by a factor h. Finally, workers of each type die at
Poisson rate δ and are replaced by newborn skilled workers with either zero skill (θ = 0) or the
minimum level of skill (θ = θ) for skilled workers with probabilities sl and sh, respectively. Our
formulation for θ is related to Jones and Kim (2018) in that the skill of an individual worker grows
on average over time but occasionally resets to a lower level.

The aggregate supply of skilled labor Ht in (14) increases with learning, decreases as skilled
older workers are replaced with unskilled young workers, and decreases temporarily following periods
of rapid technological progress. The latter effect captures the idea that technological improvements
may be associated with lower output in the short run as agents in their economy need to upgrade
their skills to fully take advantage of new innovations—similar in spirit to Brynjolfsson, Rock, and
Syverson (2018).

The current wage of an individual worker with skill level θi,t is equal to

wi,t = WL,t + θi,t (WH,t −WL,t) . (17)

In equilibrium WH,t and WL,t are equal to the marginal product of skilled and unskilled labor,
respectively

WH,t = ∂Yt
∂Ht

, and WL,t = ∂Yt
∂Lt

. (18)

4.2 Model Calibration

We discuss the model calibration next.

Methodology

The model has a total of 15 parameters. We choose these parameters via a mixture of calibration
and indirect inference. Specifically, we choose sl = 0.375 so that workers with only low-skill labor
inputs constitute the lowest income bin (25% of the sample), and half of the second-lowest. Since m
and φ are not separately identified, we set the learning rate m = 0.03; when choosing the grid for θ,
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we assume that skilled workers human capital θ ∈ [0.03, 1]. Last, we set the worker exit rate, at
δ = 2.5% which corresponds to a 40 year average working life. Table 13 summarizes the 13 statistics
that we target to calibrate the remaining 11 parameters Θ = {µ, λ, ρ, σ, φ, α, κ, ω, h, g, z}.

We target the average skill premium in the data, defined as the mean ratio of earnings of workers
in the 75th vs the 25th percentile within an industry. This ratio combines information on the ratio
WH/WL and the ergodic distribution of θ. In terms of identifying model parameters, the mean level
of the skill premium thus helps identify the factor share parameters µ and λ and the elasticities ρ
and σ. Further, the mean skill premium affects the parameters driving the ergodic distribution of θ,
namely ω, φ, h, z, and α.

The next feature of the data to target is the response of labor productivity (11) and the labor
share to improvements in technology ξ. This response is informative, since an increase in ξ in the
model has an ambiguous impact on both output and the labor share. The sign and the magnitude
of the response depend on the extent to which different tasks contribute to output (µ and λ);
technology-labor complementarity (ρ and σ) and the response of H and L to a technology shock—
recall that the aggregate supply of high- and low-skill inputs H and L varies in the short run, due
to skill displacement (15).

To obtain an empirical analogue to the response of labor productivity and the labor share to
technology, we rely on (and extend) the analysis in Kelly et al. (2021). In brief, we obtain data on
industry-level measures of output per worker and the labor share from the NBER manufacturing
database–which cover the 1958 to 2018 period. We assign breakthrough patents to industries based
on their CPC technology class using the probabilistic mapping constructed by Goldschlag, Lybbert,
and Zolas (2020). We then estimate the response of productivity and the labor share over the next
five years. Appendix A.3 contains more details. We find that a one-standard deviation improvement
in technology is associated with a 0.0281 log point increase in industry labor productivity and
a 0.0125 log point decline in the labor share over the next five years. Since the model has no
mechanism for delayed responses, whereas in the data the diffusion of technology likely takes some
time, we match the model responses on impact to the empirical responses over five years. The fact
that output/productivity and the labor share respond with opposite signs helps narrow down the
set of admissible parameters quite significantly.

To help identify the parameters involved in the dynamics of worker skill acquisition and
displacement in (15), we also target the heterogeneity in earnings responses to changes in technology
(see Section 3). Specifically, we target the mean earnings growth responses and changes in worker
tail risk—column (1) in Table 7 and column (4) in Table A.7. In the model, whether higher-paid
workers are more exposed to technology than lower-paid workers is largely ambiguous. To see this,
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we decompose wage earnings growth in the model over the next h periods,

wi,t+h − wi,t
wi,t

= wl,t
wl,t + θi,tsp,t︸ ︷︷ ︸

low skill
income share

∆hwl,t+h
wl,t︸ ︷︷ ︸

low skill
wage chg

+ θi,tst
wl,t + θi,tst︸ ︷︷ ︸

high skill
income share

[
sp,t+h
sp,t

· ∆hθi,t+h
θi,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
skill

displacement

+ ∆hst+h
st︸ ︷︷ ︸

high skill
wage chg

]
(19)

where st = Wh,t −Wl,t is the skill premium in differences.
As we see from the last term in brackets in (19), whether the highest-earning workers experience

larger declines depends on whether the increase in the skill premium is sufficient to offset the
loss of worker skill θ due to skill displacement—see equation (15). For the high-income (high-θ)
workers, the primary income risk in the model comes from having human capital displaced, while the
lowest-income workers (those in the sl group with θ = 0) face income losses from changes in wages.
Improvements in technology lead to an increase in the skill price of H and a drop in the skill price
of L because of both differences in complementarity and skill displacement—since workers fall down
the ladder following a shock, H is scarcer and L is more abundant. These effects depend on the size
of human capital losses and increases, as well as the shifts in skill prices following displacement.

Mapping the empirical regressions to the model entails two challenges. First, our technology
measure varies at the industry and occupation level whereas the model refers to a single industry.
Second, our empirical specifications include occupation, industry, and time fixed effects so the
main coefficients are also identified by comparing to workers in other occupations or industries. To
narrow the gap between the model and the data, we construct the closest equivalent to a regression
coefficient in the model as follows. We first calculate a set of wage responses that vary by income
bins that match the empirical equivalents. Within each income bin, we compute wage growth for
exposed (di,t = 1) and unexposed (di,t = 0) workers in the case of a technology shock occurring
(dNt = 1) or not (dNt = 0). The equivalent of the regression coefficient in the model is the coefficient
of wage growth on the interaction between a shock occurring and the worker being exposed (that is,
the technology is related to her occupation), while separately controlling for exposure and shock
dummies, analogous to our empirical specification that includes industry-time FE. To be consistent
with our empirical work, we include income-bin specific intercepts and exposure coefficients. When
constructing these regression coefficients in the model, we use the ergodic distribution of wage
growth, so we take into account the share of exposed workers α, the frequency of technology shocks
ω and the likelihood each worker falls in a given income bin.

We choose the parameter vector Θ by minimizing the distance between the output of the model
X̂(Θ) and the data X,

Θ̂ = arg min
Θ

(
X − X̂(Θ)

)′
W
(
X − X̂(Θ)

)
. (20)

We choose the weighting matrix W to obtain a balanced fit across the target moments. See
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Appendix A.8 for details on the model solution and calibration.
Table 12 summarizes our parameter choices. Similar to Krusell et al. (2000); Eisfeldt, Falato, and

Xiaolan (2021), we find that technology is a good substitute for the low-skill labor input (ρ = 0.68)
whereas the high-skill labor input is complementary to technology (σ = −0.04). Technology shocks
are relatively frequent (ω = 2.06) and sizeable (κ = 0.16). Importantly, however, the model features
a modest degree of skill displacement: workers who fall down the ladder only lose h = 6% of their
existing level of skill θ. That said, these losses are pervasive (the probability of skill loss conditional
on a shock is α = 23%) though transient: workers are able to acquire skills (increase θ) at an average
rate of mφ (1− 2z) = 5.8% per year.

Examining Table 13, we see that the model does a good job matching the responses of aggregate
quantities to technology shocks. Specifically, the model is able to capture the fact that output and
labor productivity rise following a technology shock whereas the labor share falls. In addition, the
model is able to largely replicate patterns in the marginal effects of shocks on exposed workers in
terms of income growth rates and left tail risk.

Discussion of the Mechanism

Figure 5 plots the impulse responses generated by the model in response to a one-standard deviation
shock to the level of technology ξ (panel A). Panel B shows that this improvement in technology
leads to a 2.7% rise in output/productivity on impact. By contrast, Panel C shows that the labor
share declines by approximately 1.2%. This decline in the labor share in the model is driven by a
combination of two factors. First, as we see in Panel D, the quantity of the high-skill labor input
declines by approximately 2% as workers’ skills are displaced, while the supply of low-skill labor
L increases. This fall in H is temporary, the supply of high-skill labor gradually increases over
time as workers acquire more skill. Since the wages for the high-skill task exceed the wages of the
low-skill task, the total wage bill in the economy falls even as output increases. Panel E shows that
improvements in technology are associated with a decline in the price of the low-skill labor input
(WL) which further depresses the labor share; by contrast, even though the price of the high-skill
labor input rises in Panel F, the rise is not sufficient to cause the labor share to rise because H falls.

Figure 6 summarizes the distributional impact of technology shocks in the cross-section of
workers. Panel A focuses on differences in growth rates in response to a technology shock relative to
the no-shock counterfactual. The blue bars correspond to unexposed workers (i.e. di,t = 0). For
these workers, the only effect in play is changes in skill prices. Low-income workers supply only the
low-skill labor input L. Since the price WL of the low-skill input falls, these workers experience a
decline in wages. By contrast, the high-income workers supply mostly the high-skill input H; since
the price of the high-skill input WH rises, these workers experience an increase in wages. The closest
empirical analogue to these responses is the second column in Table 11. Comparing these numbers
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to their model analogues, we see a qualitatively similar pattern (with the exception of the workers
in the bottom-25 percent) but the income gradient for the low-exposed workers is stronger in the
model than the data. Part of the reason for this divergence is that labor supply is exogenous in the
model—whereas adjusting hours worked may be important for the lowest-paid workers.

The orange bars in Panel A of Figure 6 correspond to the wage growth of exposed (i.e. di = 1)
workers following a shock relative to the no-shock counterfactual. These workers experience the
same change in skill prices as the unexposed workers, but they are also subject to skill displacement
(loss of human capital θ). As a result, the wage growth of the high-income exposed workers is
markedly different than the wage growth of the unexposed high-income workers: despite the fact
that skill prices WH rise, these workers experience a fall in wages due to loss of human capital θ.
Further, just like the data, their wages fall significantly more than the low-income workers, implying
that this loss in skill is significant.

Panel B Figure 6 plots the equivalent of the regression coefficient in the model, that is, the
OLS coefficient of a regression of wage growth on a shock and exposure dummy, controlling for
income. Since these slope coefficients are estimated using the ergodic distribution of wages at the
model steady state, which factor in the relative size of the different worker groups and the frequency
of technology shocks they cannot be expressed as simple functions of the coefficients in Panel A.
However, they display a similar pattern as the orange bars: improvements in technology have an
asymmetric effect on the wages of exposed workers. The workers most affected are the high-income
workers—with some mild evidence of a non-monotonic response, with the workers in the lowest
income bin experiencing a slightly larger drop in earnings than those in the second bin.

In brief, Figure 6 summarizes the impact of technology of wages, which is a combination of
shifts in skill prices and changes in the quantity of human capital. The combination of these
effects generates a steep income gradient in earnings losses following increases in technology. The
lowest-income workers have θ = 0, and as a consequence have wages which fall considerably relative
to a non-shock period. Workers in the middle part of the income distribution experience some loss
of human capital and suffer from the decline in the price of low-skill labor input WL, but these
losses are partly offset from the increases in the high-skill price WL. Workers at highest income
group has the farthest to fall: these workers who are exposed to technology experience the largest
wage declines of anyone in the model due to skill displacement. By contrast, unexposed workers
who stay at the top of the ladder following a technological innovation see large wage increases due
to higher WH—which results from scarcer H and the complementarity of H and ξ.

The race between education and technology

In addition to the impulse responses to a given shock holding the model parameters fixed, we
can also study the impact of shifts in structural parameters. Figure 7 displays the results of two
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experiments. The blue line corresponds to transition paths associated with a permanent increase in
the rate of technological innovation (ω) and therefore a permanent increase in the level of technology
ξ. We calibrate the increase in ω so that the new steady-state level of ξ is one-standard-deviation
higher than in our calibration. Panel B shows that a permanent increase in the level of ω leads to a
permanent decline in the quantity of the supply of the high-skill input due to a continual rate of
displacement. In response to higher ω we see an increase in output and productivity (Panel C),
which is somewhat transitory due to the fact that H declines and H and ξ are complements; a
decline in the labor share (Panel D), and an increase in the skill premium (Panel E). Importantly,
even though the skill premium is higher in the new steady state, income inequality, as measured
by the top 5 percent share, is actually lower. Panel F shows that even though income inequality
initially rises, it is smaller in the new steady state: the high rate of displacement implies that few
workers are able to acquire and retain a sufficiently high level of skill.

In the second experiment (plotted in orange) we also vary the rate of skill acquisition φ to
keep the steady-state level of H constant between the two steady states. We can interpret this
experiment as an increase in education aimed at maintaining the economy’s current level of skill.
In this case, output rises faster (since now H remains constant) while the labor share still falls.
More importantly, however, we see that even though the increase in the skill premium now is much
smaller than the previous experiment, income inequality in the new steady state is actually higher.

Taking stock, our model illustrates that our main empirical results are consistent with the
prevailing view that recent technological advances are complementary to the human capital of skilled
workers, once we take into account the possibility that some skills are specific to earlier vintages.
This exercise highlights the distinction between the skill premium and income inequality in the
model: income inequality depends not only on skill prices, but also the quantity of skill workers
have, which can change even in the short run as new vintages of technology displace skills specific
to prior vintages. Thus, changes in technology affect both quantities and prices, hence movements
in the skill premium are insufficient to fully characterize earnings inequality.

5 Conclusion

We develop a methodology for identifying the arrival of labor-displacive technologies that relies
only on the textual description of the patent document and the tasks performed by workers in an
occupation. Upon further inspection, our measure likely picks up a combination of labor-saving
innovations as well as technologies that could be complementary to labor but may require skills
that incumbent workers lack. We find that, prior to 1980, innovation was consistently associated
with manual physical tasks; by contrast, the innovations of the late 20th/early 21st century have
become relatively more related to cognitive tasks. This pattern is partly driven by the increased
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prevalence of breakthrough patents related to computers and electronics. Last, occupations that are
associated with interpersonal tasks have consistently low exposures to innovation throughout the
entire sample period.

Individual workers experience significant losses in wage earnings following improvements in
related technologies: the average worker experiences approximately a 0.02 log point decline in her
cumulative wage earnings over the next five years. Importantly, we find significant heterogeneity in
these responses across age and income levels. In particular, older and the more highly-paid workers
are significantly more affected than the average worker. Our interpretation of these patterns is
that workers at the bottom of the earnings distribution are displaced as tasks are automated; job
separations account for most of these earnings losses. Workers at the top of the earnings distribution
are displaced because part of their human capital is specific to a particular technology vintage
(Chari and Hopenhayn, 1991; Jovanovic and Nyarko, 1996; Violante, 2002). As technology improves,
part of these skills become obsolete. Workers who have accumulated the most skill in the existing
technology also have the most to lose when new technologies arrive. Some of these earnings losses
are driven by separations, but much of them are driven by lower earnings growth relative to their
peers. We quantitatively replicate these findings in the context of a model that features skill-biased
technical change and vintage-specific human capital.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Occupations Most Related to Three Breakthrough Innovations
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Figure 2: Employment, wage earnings and technology exposure (recent period: 1980–present)
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Note: Figure plots coefficients from panel regressions of annualized wage and income growth rates over different time
horizons on occupation innovation exposures:

100
h

(
log Yi,t+h − log Yi,t

)
= α+ βηi,t + δXi,t + εi,t

Here Yi denotes occupation employment share or wage. Controls Xi,t include three one-year lags of dependent variable,
and time fixed effects. Dependent variable is expressed in annualized percentage terms and ηi,t is standardized. Figures
plot 90% confidence interval for each time horizon. Data come from the CPS Merged Outgoing Rotation Groups
(MORG) and cover the 1983–2018 period.
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Figure 3: Technological Exposure, by occupation income level
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Note: This figure plots a bin scatter for technology exposure ηi,t (in standard deviation units) by occupational wage
percentile. The period covers the years 1979 to 2002, and occupations are sorted according to wage percentile rank
within each year. The wage data come from the Current Population Survey Merged Outgoing Rotation Groups.
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Figure 4: Technology exposure, composition across occupation categories
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Note: Panel A of the figure plots the composition of our index of technological exposure by task category w. Specifically, we calculate, λw,t =
∑

i
ηi,t × Tw,t(i) × ωi,

where Tw,t is an indicator that takes a value of 1 if occupation i is in the top quintile of the cross-sectional distribution of task scores for task category w. ηi,t is our
index of technological exposure and ωi gives the Acemoglu and Autor (2011) occupational employment shares. We plot the relative shares λw,t/

∑
w′ λw′,t. Panel B

performs the analogous exercise by education requirements, ζs,t =
∑

i
ηi,t × Ss,t(i) × ωi,t, where now s represents either the educational category "high school or less"

or "college grad or more". Ss,t(i) is an indicator that takes a value of 1 if occupation i is in the top quintile of the cross-section distribution of shares of workers in
category s at time t. For this analysis we crosswalk SOC occupations to David Dorn’s revised Census occ1990 level. We impute college grad and above/high school or
below occupation shares for years between Census decades by linearly interpolating between the nearest available Census years and similarly interpolate occupational
employment shares ωi,t between Census years.
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Figure 5: Model: Impulse Responses
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C. Labor Share D. High-skill labor input H
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E. Wage for low-skill input (Wl) F. Wage for high-skill input (Wh)
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Note: This figure shows the impulse responses of key model quantities following a one-standard deviation technology
shock evaluated at the steady state of the model.
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Figure 6: Model: Innovation and Worker Earnings
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B. Regression Coefficients for Post-Shock Wage Growth
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Note: Panel A shows raw differences between wage growth during a shock period and wage growth during a non-shock
period for workers who are exposed to the shock versus workers who are not exposed to the shock. Panel B shows the
associated regression coefficients, which represent the marginal effects of a shock on wage growth given exposure. The
left part of the figure shows the results in our baseline calibration. The right part of the figure compares to the case
where there is no displacement of human capital.
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Figure 7: The race between education and technology
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E. Skill Premium (wh − wl) F. Top 5% Income Share
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Transition paths to new SS: � Higher ω � Higher ω and φ

Note: Figure computes the transition paths from the old to the new steady state for two permanent parameter
shifts: 1) the blue line plots transition paths from a permanent increase in the frequency of technological innovation ω,
calibrated so that the level of technology ξ is permanently higher by one standard deviation relative to the old steady
state (panel A plots the resulting transition path for ξ); and 2) the orange line plots the transition paths associated
with the same shift in ω but also with an increase in the rate of new skill acquisition φ such that the total supply of
the high-skill labor input remains the same as the old steady state. Panel B plots the corresponding transition paths
of the quantity of high-skill labor input; Panel C plots total output/productivity; panel D plots the labor share of
output; panel E plots the skill premium; and panel F plots income inequality, defined as the top 5% income share in
the model.
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Table 1: Technology And Employment Over the Long Run (1910–present)

Employment Growth
Horizon

10 Years 20 Years 10 Years 20 Years

Technology Exposure, ηi,t -0.53 -0.93 -0.56 -1.05
(past decade average) (0.17) (0.23) (0.18) (0.23)

Observations 102,400 81,009 72,451 54,662

Controls
Industry × Time FE Y Y Y Y
Lagged Dependent Variable Y Y

Note: We report estimated slope coefficients β from the following regression

100
h

(
log Yi,j,t+h − log Yi,j,t

)
= α0 + αj,t + β(h)ηi,t + ρ (log Yi,j,t − log Yi,j,t−10) + εi,j,t

for h = 10, 20 years for Census years spanning from 1910-2010. Here Yi,j,t is the occupation-industry cell i, j share in
total male non-farm employment. Tech exposure ηi,t is standardized and growth rates are in annualized percentage
terms. We report standard errors clustered at the occupation level in parentheses beneath coefficient estimates.
Observations are weighted by occupation-industry cell employment share at time t. Growth rates are winsorized at
the 1% level.
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Table 2: Comparison of technology exposure measure to machine-learning predictors

Employment Growth Wage Growth
(10 years) (10 years)

A. Baseline

Technology exposure, η -1.116 -0.191
(0.206) (0.048)

B. Machine learning predictors of employment declines

Mean across topics that predict employment declines -1.180 -0.187
(0.172) (0.032)

First PC across topics that predict employment declines -1.059 -0.185
(0.164) (0.031)

Note: The table compares the performance of our baseline measure (panel A) to the performance of a purely
statistical model constructed to maximize the predictability of employment declines using patent text (panel B).
To construct these predictors, we first extract the 500 most important common factors (topics) from the text of
breakthrough patents using the approach of Cong et al. (2019) and the vector representations of word embedding
discussed in Section 1. We then use these 500 textual factors to form a single predictor that is optimized to predict
occupation declines in the MORG sample. To do so, we examine the univariate performance of each factor in predicting
employment declines, and then form a linear combination (either the mean or the first principal component) of
the topics that are statistically significant negative predictors at the 5% level in univariate regressions. The table
reports coefficients from panel regressions of annualized wage and income growth rates over the next 10 years on these
predictors, all of which are scaled to unit standard deviation. We report standard errors clustered at the occupation
level in parentheses beneath coefficient estimates. The vector of controls includes three one-year lags of dependent
variable, and time fixed effects. Data come from the CPS Merged Outgoing Rotation Groups (MORG) and cover the
1983–2018 period.
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Table 3: Summary Statistics: Census-CPS merged sample (worker-level data)

Variable Mean SD 5% 10% 25% Median 75% 90% 95% Observations

W2 Earnings 66,150 145,500 15,500 20,710 32,390 50,190 76,070 114,000 152,200 2,782,000
Age 40.9 7.4 29 31 35 41 47 51 53 2,782,000
Age, workers in bottom-25 income bin 40.0 7.6 29 30 33 40 46 51 53 632,000
Age, workers in top-5 income bin 43.2 6.8 31 33 38 44 49 52 53 109,000
Occupation-industry technology exposure (ξ) 0.647 0.971 0 0 0 0.232 0.866 2.028 2.922 1,495,000
Lifecycle-adjusted earnings growth, 3-years -0.072 0.478 -0.973 -0.507 -0.129 0.008 0.129 0.312 0.472 2,773,000
Lifecycle-adjusted earnings growth, 5-years -0.095 0.526 -1.116 -0.622 -0.174 0.002 0.142 0.337 0.507 2,596,000
Lifecycle-adjusted earnings growth, 10-years -0.145 0.609 -1.363 -0.825 -0.280 -0.023 0.160 0.388 0.576 1,697,000
Male 0.542 0.498 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2,782,000
Has four-year college degree 0.344 0.475 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2,782,000
Exit firm within 1 year 0.175 0.380 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 2,676,000
Exit firm within 5 years 0.516 0.500 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2,210,000
Union member 0.165 0.271 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 553,000
Industry unionization rate 0.163 0.163 0 0 0.031 0.111 0.250 0.436 0.475 2,398,000
Log revenues per worker 5.048 1.106 3.227 3.691 4.468 5.106 5.741 6.375 6.745 966,000

Note: The table reports summary statistics for our wage earnings data from the Census Detailed Earnings Record (DER)-CPS merged sample, which covers the 1981
to 2016 period. The sample includes all workers whose unique identifiers (PIK codes) can be matched between the DER and CPS data for CPS years between 1981
and 2016 and who satisfy labor force attachment sampling criteria. W2-Earnings are reported in terms of 2015 dollars. The occupation-industry technology exposure
ξ is defined as in (7) from the main text. Patents are matched to industry of origination using information from the confidential Census SSL and LBD datasets. The
variable “Has four-year college degree" denotes whether a given individual has completed a 4-year degree at the time they were observed in the CPS. Workers are
required to be between the ages of 25 and 55 to be included in the sample. Lifecycle-adjusted earnings growth rates follow Guvenen et al. (2014) and are constructed
following (6) in the main text. Log revenues per worker come from the Longitudinal Business Database revenues file and have coverage from 1997 to the end of our
sample. Earnings growth rates, technology exposure, and log revenues per worker are all winsorized at the 1% level each year. For more details on the construction of
the CPS-DER matched sample and the linking of patents to industries, see appendix section A.5.
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Table 4: Technology exposure and worker earnings growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

A: All workers

3–years earnings growth -1.39 -1.33 -1.58 -1.72
(0.33) (0.29) (0.37) (0.37)

5–years earnings growth -1.47 -1.34 -1.86 -1.99
(0.38) (0.33) (0.39) (0.39)

10–years earnings growth -1.68 -1.48 -2.23 -2.35
(0.41) (0.36) (0.49) (0.44)

B: By sector

Manufacturing (NAICS 11–33) -2.27 -2.10 -1.88 -2.04
(0.57) (0.49) (0.52) (0.51)

Services (NAICS 42–81) -1.00 -0.86 -1.84 -1.94
(0.47) (0.37) (0.48) (0.47)

Fixed Effects
Industry x x
Occupation x x
Occupation × Year x x
Industry × Year x x

Note: Table shows the estimated slope coefficients β (times 100) from equation (8) in the main text. The dependent
variable is workers’ cumulative earnings growth (net of life-cycle effects) over the next 3, 5, or 10 years. We report
standard errors clustered at the industry (NAICS 4-digit) level in parentheses beneath coefficient estimates, and
normalize ξi,t to unit standard deviation. Columns (1) to (4) report coefficient estimates under different combinations
of fixed effects; all specifications include prior income rank × calendar year fixed effects. Prior income rank bins are
based on workers’ yearly earnings rank within their occupation-industry pair. To define occupation boundaries we
continue to use David Dorn’s revised Census occ1990 occupation codes. For industries we use the 4-digit NAICS
code of a worker’s primary employer, with the exception that when there are fewer than 10 workers in such an
occupation-industry-year we move to the broader 2-digit NAICS industry classification when assigning income ranks.
Within these groups we partition workers into the following earnings bins: between bottom and 25th percentiles;
between 25th and median; between median and 75th percentile; between 75th and 95th percentile; and, 95th percentile
and above.
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Table 5: Technology exposure and worker earnings growth, by occupation task type

Task Intensity High-Low
Low High (p-val, %)

Manual physical -1.21 -2.54 0.00
(0.45) (0.41)

Non-routine manual and personal -2.33 -0.80 0.00
(0.41) (0.47)

Routine cognitive -1.05 -2.51 0.00
(0.40) (0.41)

Non-Routine cognitive -2.28 -1.73 2.06
(0.41) (0.42)

Note: Table shows the estimated slope coefficients β (times 100) from equation (8) in the main text, where coefficients
on technology exposure ξi,t are allowed to vary by occupation task type intensity. The dependent variable is workers’
cumulative earnings growth (net of life-cycle effects) over the next 5 years. We report standard errors clustered at
the industry (NAICS 4-digit) level in parentheses beneath coefficient estimates, and normalize ξi,t to unit standard
deviation. We report results from the specification that includes occupation × calendar year; industry × calendar
year; and prior income rank × calendar year fixed effects—corresponding to column (4) in Table 4—in addition to
task type dummies. We report results across different occupation types—specifically workers in occupations that score
above or below the median in terms of the Acemoglu and Autor (2011) task types; each task type row in the table
corresponds to a separate regression. The right column reports the p-value in percent units from a two-sided test that
the coefficients are equal for above- and below-median task intensity interactions.
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Table 6: Technology exposure and worker earnings growth

(1) (2) (3) (4)

A: By worker education

College -1.47 -1.33 -1.82 -1.94
(0.39) (0.33) (0.39) (0.38)

No College -1.54 -1.40 -1.90 -2.05
(0.41) (0.37) (0.43) (0.42)

B: By worker age

25–35 years -0.90 -0.78 -1.33 -1.44
(0.42) (0.38) (0.48) (0.47)

35–45 years -1.32 -1.21 -1.73 -1.86
(0.37) (0.33) (0.45) (0.44)

45–55 years -2.09 -1.96 -2.50 -2.63
(0.56) (0.51) (0.46) (0.45)

Fixed Effects
Industry x x
Occupation x x
Occupation × Year x x
Industry × Year x x

Note: Table shows the estimated slope coefficients β (times 100) from equation (8) in the main text, where coefficients
on technology exposure ξi,t are allowed to vary by education (panel A) or age (panel B). The dependent variable
is workers’ cumulative earnings growth (net of life-cycle effects) over the next 5 years. We report standard errors
clustered at the industry (NAICS 4-digit) level in parentheses beneath coefficient estimates, and normalize ξi,t to
unit standard deviation. Columns (1) to (4) report coefficient estimates under different combinations of fixed effects;
all specifications include prior income rank × calendar year fixed effects, in addition to dummies for the levels of
coefficient interactions.
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Table 7: Technology exposure and worker earnings growth, by worker earnings rank

Worker earnings rank
All

By worker age

(rel. to occ × ind group) 25–35 35–45 45–55

0–25th percentile -1.85 -1.19 -1.53 -3.24
(0.49) (0.58) (0.62) (0.53)

25–50th percentile -1.49 -1.09 -1.47 -1.97
(0.43) (0.48) (0.49) (0.47)

50–75th percentile -1.85 -1.45 -1.91 -2.07
(0.39) (0.47) (0.44) (0.45)

75–95th percentile -2.52 -2.59 -2.35 -2.70
(0.42) (0.52) (0.45) (0.59)

95–Top -4.21 -5.20 -4.04 -4.04
(0.58) (0.90) (0.68) (0.81)

95–Top vs 0–25th percentile -2.36 -4.02 -2.51 -0.80
(p-val, %) 0.10 0.00 0.26 30.74
95–Top vs 25–95th percentile -2.26 -3.49 -2.13 -1.79
(p-val, %) 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.44
0–25th percentile vs 25–95th percentile 0.10 0.53 0.39 -0.99
(p-val, %) 77.70 10.85 41.10 1.31

Note: Table shows the estimated slope coefficients β (times 100) from equation (8) in the main text, where
coefficients on technology exposure ξi,t are allowed to vary either with occupation–industry earnings rank or earnings
rank interacted with age bin. The dependent variable is workers’ cumulative earnings growth (net of life-cycle effects)
over the next 5 years. We report standard errors clustered at the industry (NAICS 4-digit) level in parentheses
beneath coefficient estimates, and normalize ξi,t to unit standard deviation. We report results from the specification
that includes occupation × calendar year; industry × calendar year; and prior income rank × calendar year fixed
effects—corresponding to column (4) in Table 4, also including dummies for the levels of coefficient interactions. We
sort workers into income bins based on their yearly earnings rank within their occupation-industry pair. To define
occupation boundaries we continue to use David Dorn’s revised Census occ1990 occupation codes. For industries
we use the 4-digit NAICS code of a worker’s primary employer, with the exception that when there are fewer than
10 workers in such an occupation-industry-year we move to the broader 2-digit NAICS industry classification when
assigning income ranks. Within these groups we partition workers into the following earnings bins: between bottom
and 25th percentiles; between 25th and median; between median and 75th percentile; between 75th and 95th percentile;
and, 95th percentile and above. The bottom panel of the table reports differences within each column between the top
and bottom income bin coefficients, the top income bin and average of the middle three income bins, and bottom
income bin and average of the middle three income bins, along with corresponding p-values (in percent units) for a
two-sided test of coefficient equality.
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Table 8: Technology exposure and worker earnings growth, conditioning on continuing employment

Worker earnings rank
All Workers

Stay in Firm Continual Employment

Same EIN ExitSR=0 ExitLR=0

(rel. to occ × ind)
for at least no years with no 3-cons years
next 5 yrs missing W2s with missing W2s

0–25th percentile -1.85 -0.49 -1.20 -1.49
(0.49) (0.41) (0.37) (0.45)

25–50th percentile -1.49 -1.03 -1.22 -1.36
(0.43) (0.31) (0.33) (0.41)

50–75th percentile -1.85 -1.35 -1.35 -1.57
(0.39) (0.27) (0.29) (0.35)

75–95th percentile -2.52 -1.79 -1.96 -2.26
(0.43) (0.29) (0.32) (0.37)

95–Top -4.21 -2.62 -3.55 -3.94
(0.59) (0.43) (0.47) (0.51)

95–Top vs 25–95th percentile -2.26 -1.22 -2.04 -2.21
(p-val, %) 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00
95–Top vs 0–25th percentile -2.36 -2.12 -2.35 -2.45
(p-val, %) 0.10 0.07 0.00 0.00
0–25th percentile vs 25–95th percentile 0.10 0.90 0.31 0.24
(p-val, %) 77.70 0.57 22.73 42.54

Note: Table shows the estimated slope coefficients β (times 100) from equation (8) in the main text, where coefficients on technology exposure ξi,t are allowed to
vary with worker earnings rank. The dependent variable is workers’ cumulative earnings growth (net of life-cycle effects) over the next 5 years. We report standard
errors clustered at the industry (NAICS 4-digit) level in parentheses beneath coefficient estimates, and normalize ξi,t to unit standard deviation. The first column
replicates income sorts for our baseline regression sample, as in column (4) of Table 7. Column (2) focuses on workers who remain with the same firm (EIN) over the
next five years. Column (3) removes workers reporting no W2 earnings in any year in the next 5 years, and column (4) omits from the sample workers who report no
W2 earnings for any consecutive 3-year period within the next 5 years. All specifications include industry × year, occupation × year, and within occupation–industry
income bin × year fixed effects. The bottom panel of the table reports differences within each column between the top and bottom income bin coefficients; top income
bin and average of the middle three income bins; and, bottom income bin and average of the middle three income bins, along with the corresponding p-values (in
percent units) for a two-sided test of coefficient equality.
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Table 9: Technology exposure and worker earnings growth, heterogeneity as a function of related experience

Dependent Variable: Earnings Growth

Related Experience Requirement:
Low High

0–25th percentile -2.88 -1.16
(0.55) (0.50)

25–50th percentile -1.96 -1.14
(0.50) (0.45)

50–75th percentile -2.16 -1.61
(0.43) (0.42)

75–95th percentile -2.22 -2.65
(0.49) (0.45)

95–Top -3.71 -4.38
(0.70) (0.74)

95–Top vs 25–95th percentile -1.60 -2.58
(p-val, %) 2.61 0.00
95–Top vs 0–25th percentile -0.83 -3.22
(p-val, %) 35.35 0.01
0–25th percentile vs 25–95th percentile -0.77 0.64
(p-val, %) 5.09 10.22

Note: Table shows the estimated slope coefficients β (times 100) from equation (8) in the main text, where
coefficients on technology exposure ξi,t are allowed to vary by occupation–industry earnings rank interacted with
being above or below the median on occupational related experience requirements (calculated using the O*NET
related experience measure). We report standard errors clustered at the industry (NAICS 4-digit) level in parentheses
beneath coefficient estimates, and normalize ξi,t to unit standard deviation. We report results from the specification
that includes occupation × calendar year; industry × calendar year; and prior income rank × calendar year fixed
effects—corresponding to column (4) in Table 4, also including dummies for the levels of coefficient interactions. We
sort workers into income bins based on their yearly earnings rank within their occupation-industry pair. To define
occupation boundaries we continue to use David Dorn’s revised Census occ1990 occupation codes. For industries
we use the 4-digit NAICS code of a worker’s primary employer, with the exception that when there are fewer than
10 workers in such an occupation-industry-year we move to the broader 2-digit NAICS industry classification when
assigning income ranks. The bottom panel of the table reports within-related experience category differences between
the top and bottom income bin coefficients; top income bin and average of the middle three income bins; and, bottom
income bin and average of the middle three income bins, along with corresponding p-values (in percent units) for a
two-sided test of coefficient equality.
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Table 10: Technology exposure and worker earnings growth by income rank, comparison across occupations emphasizing different task types

Worker earnings rank Manual Routine Non-Routine Non-routine
(rel. to occ × ind group) Physical Cognitive Cognitive Manual/Personal

Low High Low High Low High Low High

0–25th percentile -1.10 -2.48 -1.21 -2.27 -2.33 -1.43 -1.86 -1.58
(0.56) (0.54) (0.58) (0.52) (0.52) (0.52) (0.50) (0.60)

25–50th percentile -0.71 -2.06 -0.53 -2.11 -1.59 -1.35 -1.71 -0.70
(0.49) (0.51) (0.46) (0.48) (0.47) (0.46) (0.45) (0.57)

50-75th percentile -0.92 -2.56 -0.67 -2.52 -2.11 -1.58 -2.40 -0.22
(0.47) (0.44) (0.43) (0.45) (0.42) (0.43) (0.43) (0.51)

75-95th percentile -1.87 -2.84 -1.49 -2.93 -2.68 -2.36 -3.08 -0.55
(0.54) (0.45) (0.51) (0.42) (0.45) (0.49) (0.43) (0.58)

95–Top -3.72 -4.36 -3.69 -4.18 -4.84 -3.71 -4.95 -2.29
(0.81) (0.73) (0.68) (0.63) (0.57) (0.86) (0.59) (0.78)

Note: Table shows the estimated slope coefficients β (times 100) from equation (8) in the main text, where coefficients on technology exposure ξi,t are allowed to
vary with occupation–industry earnings rank and occupation types that score above or below the median in terms of the Acemoglu and Autor (2011) task types. We
report standard errors clustered at the industry (NAICS 4-digit) level in parentheses beneath coefficient estimates, and normalize ξi,t to unit standard deviation. See
notes to Tables 5 and 7 for further details.
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Table 11: Technology exposure and worker earnings growth: high- vs low-similarity breakthroughs

Worker earnings rank
Technology Exposure: Low-similarity

high-similarity breakthroughs breakthroughs

(rel. to occ × ind group)
in same industry in same industry

(ξ) (ζ)

All workers -1.53 1.05
(0.41) (0.32)

0–25th percentile -1.51 1.52
(0.53) (0.36)

25–50th percentile -0.96 0.77
(0.46) (0.33)

50–75th percentile -1.32 0.78
(0.42) (0.37)

75–95th percentile -2.08 1.12
(0.44) (0.48)

95–Top -3.85 1.41
(0.59) (0.48)

95–Top vs 0–25th percentile -2.34 -0.11
(p-val, %) 0.08 84.13
95–Top vs 25–95th percentile -2.40 0.52
(p-val, %) 0.00 8.16
0–25th percentile vs 25–95th percentile -0.05 0.63
(p-val, %) 88.45 11.19

Note: Table shows the estimated slope coefficients β (times 100) from equation (10) in the main text, where
coefficients on technology exposure measures ξi,t and ζi,t are allowed to vary either with occupation–industry earnings
rank. The measure ζi,t is constructed to weight heavily breakthrough patents that are more textually dissimilar to
workers’ occupation task descriptions, rather than textually similar as with ξi,t. The dependent variable is workers’
cumulative earnings growth (net of life-cycle effects) over the next 5 years. We report standard errors clustered at
the industry (NAICS 4-digit) level in parentheses beneath coefficient estimates, and normalize ξi,t to unit standard
deviation. We report results from the specification that includes occupation × calendar year; industry × calendar
year; and prior income rank × calendar year fixed effects—corresponding to column (4) in Table 4. We sort workers
into income bins based on their yearly earnings rank within their occupation-industry pair. To define occupation
boundaries we continue to use David Dorn’s revised Census occ1990 occupation codes. For industries we use the
4-digit NAICS code of a worker’s primary employer, with the exception that when there are fewer than 10 workers in
such an occupation-industry-year we move to the broader 2-digit NAICS industry classification when assigning income
ranks. The bottom panel of the table reports differences within each column between the top and bottom income bin
coefficients; top income bin and average of the middle three income bins; and, bottom income bin and average of
the middle three income bins, along with corresponding p-values (in percent units) for a two-sided test of coefficient
equality.
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Table 12: Model Parameters

Description Parameter Value

Share of workers who do not move up the ladder sl 0.375
Minimum level of skill θ 0.03
Probability of worker exit δ 0.025
Amount of skills acquired m 0.03
Human capital background risk z 0.10
CES parameter in inner nest (technology ξ and low-skill labor L) ρ 0.68

Share of technology in inner nest λ 0.57

CES parameter in outer nest (high-skill labor H and ξ/L composite) σ -0.04

Share of high-skill labor in outer nest µ 0.23

Size of technology improvement κ 0.16

Annualized arrival rate of technology shocks ω 2.06

Share of exposed workers α 0.23

Human capital loss percentage conditional on fall h 0.06
Annualized rate of depreciation of technology g 0.11
Annualized likelihood of worker skill acquisition φ 2.40

Note: Table reports the parameters used to calibrate the model. The first four parameters are calibrated a priori;
the latter 11 parameters are chosen to fit the statistics reported in Table 13.
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Table 13: Model Fit

Statistic Data Model

Labor share, response to ξ -1.25 -1.16

Skill premium (p75 / p25 ratio), average 2.01 2.69

Labor productivity, response to ξ 2.81 2.67

Worker earnings growth response to ξ
0 to 25-th percentile -1.85 -1.13
25 to 50-th percentile -1.49 -1.02
50 to 75-th percentile -1.85 -2.87
75 to 95-th percentile -2.52 -3.16
95 to 100-th percentile -4.21 -3.59

Likelihood of large wage declines in response to ξ
0 to 25-th percentile 0.82 1.22
25 to 50-th percentile 0.61 0.65
50 to 75-th percentile 0.68 0.65
75 to 95-th percentile 0.91 0.79
95 to 100-th percentile 1.62 1.71

Note: Table reports the fit of the model to the statistics that we target. The parameters used in our calibration are
listed in Table 13.
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